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FOREWORD

The introduction of meteorological satellites has brought many advantages, not least of which is the ability
to detect tropical stenns over those ocean areas which previously had to be considered as data~sparse regions. Not

only do satellites enable tropical storms to be detected but they also permit their subsequent movements to be
followed and their arrival at coastal areas to be more accurately predicted. In recent years, therefore, a great effort
has been made in developing systematic techniques for the use of satellite cloud pictures for providing infonnation

for both the analysis of tropical cyclones and the forecasting of their intensity.
One of the aims of the WMO Tropical Cyclone Project has been the production of a text on the use of
satellite imagery for tropical cyclone analysis. The present Technical Note is the outcome of this work. I am confident
that it will be of considerable value to all those whose responsibilities entail the provision of forecasts and warnings
of tropical cyclones.
I should like to thank alI who have contributed to the preparation of this publication and, in particular, the
three experts from the U.S.A., Mr. Carl O. Erickson, Dr. Jay S. Winston and Mr. Vernon F. Dvorak, on whom the
main burden of editing the publication fell.

l'c

~

•

~ . ,.• ......

..

D. A. Davies
Secretary-General

SUMMARY

The purpose of this Technical Note is to provide detailed guidance in the interpretation of images of tropical
cyclones obtained from meteorological satellites. The technique itself is presented in Chapter 5. The general narrative
discussion in that chapter includes both the major concepts of the technique and some details· of its application.
Illustrations are included. Annex I gives a summary of the rules. Meteorologists already familiar with satellite pictures,
and having some prior knowledge of their interpretation, will pro;'ably need to refer only to Annex I.
Introductory and background information is presented in Chapters I to 4. Annexes II, III and IV contain
auxiliary material. People who are unfamiliar with satellite pictures should fmd those chapters helpful.
Essentially, the technique is a system for classifying tropical cyclones and disturbances based on certain
cloud patterns and measurable cloud features. The classification is closely related to cyclone intensity. An empirical
model of tropical cyclone development and decay provides guidance for this classification. The cloud features
emphasized in the technique are, to some extent, the tangible manifestations of thermal and wind conditions known

to be influential in tropical cyclone development or non-development. Therefore the method, though largely empiricaL
is supported by both observation and theory. The technique is a somewhat different and more advanced method
than that presented in Chapter IV of WMO Technical Note No. 124 (Anderson and Veltishchev, 1973). Practice
with satellite pictures is considered indispensable to mastery of the technique. This manual can serve only as an
introduction and a guide.

Over large areas of the tropical oceans, the satellite is almost the only source of meteorological infonnation.

For such areas, the full use of the technique should prove highly advantageous. For those tropical regions fortunate
enough to be covered by both satellite pictures and other types of meteorological data, the technique should still
be useful. It will serve as one diagnostic indicator among others that may be available.

RESUME

La presente Note technique a pour objet de donner des indications et des directives dOtaillees pour l'interpretation des images de cyclones tropicaux obtenues au moyen de satellites meteorologiques. C'est dans Ie chapitre 5
que ron trouvera une description de la technique proprement dite, avec un expose de 8es principes essentiels et des
precisions sur son application pratique. Cette description comporte des illustrations. L'Annexe I resume les differerrtes regles a observer; les meteorologistes qui ont deja pu se familiariser avec les images satellitaires et qui ont deja
des notions de la fayon dont il convient de ~es interpreter n'auront d'ailleurs probablement besoin que de se referer
acette annexe.
Les chapitIes 1 a 4 contiennent une breve introduction ainsi que divers renseignements d'ordre general.
Quant aux Annexes II, III et IV, elles contiennent des renseignements accessoires qui rendront tres certainement
service aux lecteurs mains familiarises avec les images de satellites.
La technique dOcrite dans la presente Note est en fait une methode de classification des cyclones et des
perturbations tropicales fondee sur certaines configurations de TIuages et caracteristiques mesurables des nuages.
Ce systeme de classification est etroit'ement fonction de l'intensite du cyclone. On trouvera aussi la description
d'un modele empirique simulant la formation, Ie developpeplent et la disparition progressive d'un cyclone tropical,
modele d'apres lequel il est possible de classer 1a perturbation dans telle ou telle categorie. Les caracteristiques
de nuages sur lesquelles la technique est fondee sont, dans une certaine mesure, les manifestations concretes des
conditions de temperature 'et de vent dont on sait qu'elles exercent une influence sur la fonnation d'un cyclone
tropical. C'est pourquoi la methode decrite, bien que largement empirique, est etayee aussi bien par l'abservation
que par la theorie. II s'agit d'une tech~ique quelque peu differente, et d'ailleurs plus perfectionnee, de celle qui est
dOcrite dans Ie chapitre IV de la Note technique NO 124 de·l'OMM (Anderson et Veltisbchev, 1973). Pour pouvoir
l'appliquer avec profit, il est absolument indispensable d',avair une certaine experience pratique des images satellitaires. Cette Note technique ne peut servir que d'introdqction au sujet et de guide.
Au-dessus des vastes etendues maritimes des tropiques, Ie satellite canstitue pour ainsi dire la seule source
de renseignements metearologiques. D,ans ces regions, la maitrise de la technique decrite devrait done etre des plus
precieuses. Elle peut etre aussi utile, bien que dans une moindre mesure, dans Ie cas des autres zones tropicales pour
lesquelles on dispose aussi bien ~'images sateIIitaires que d'autres types de donnees meteorologiques. Dans ce cas,
la technique en question est un des moyens, parmi d'autres, qui permet de faire un diagnostic.
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RESUMEN

La presente Nota Tecnica tiene par objeta facilitar orientaci6n detallada para la interpretacion de las imagenes
de los cic10nes tropicales obtenidas par media de sateIites meteoro16gicos. En el Capitulo 5 se expone el metoda
utilizado. La exposicion que figura en dicho capitulo abarca los conceptos esenciales del metoda en cuesti6n y
algunos detalles relativDs a su aplicaci6n, junto con tada una serie de ilustraciones. El Anexo I contiene un resumen
de las reglas aplicadas. Los meteor61ogos que esten familiarizados con las imagenes de los sat6lites, y que cuenten
con una experiencia en materia de interpretacion de las mismas, es probable que s6lo tengan que referirse al Anexo 1.
En los Capitulos 1 a 4 figura una introducci6n e .infonnaci6n sabre los antecedentes de esta cuesti6n. Los
Anexos II, III y IV contienen informacion suplementaria. Para las personas que no esten familiarizadas can las
llnagenes de los satelites, esos capHulos senin de gran utilidad.
EI metoda consiste esenciahnente en un sistema de clasificaci6n de los ciclones tropicales y de las perturbadones, basado en ciertos modelos de nubes y de caracteristicas mensurables de las mismas. La clasificaci6n se ha
establecido en funci6n de la intensidad de los ciclones. Para establecer esa clasificacion, se ha empleada un madelo
empirico can diferentes grados de incremento y disminuci6n de la intensidad de los ciclanes. Las caractensticas
esenciales de las nubes que se utilizan en dicha metoda son, hasta cierto punta, las manifestaciones tangibles de las
condiciones termicas y- eolicas que se sabe influyen en el desarrollo 0 no desarrollo de los ciclones trapkales. Par
consiguiente, el metoda, a pesar de ser en gran medida emp.irico, esta basada tanto en las observaciones como en la
temia. Ese metado es un tanto diferente, y sin duda mas perfeccionado, que el que se expone en el Capitulo IV de
1a Nota Teen!ea NO 124 de 1a OMM (Anderson y Veltishehev, 1973). Para poder apliearlo es indispensable estar
farniliarizado can las imagenes de los satelites. La presente Nota Tecnica s610 debe servir de introduccion y guia.
En amplias zonas oceanicas de los tr6picos, el satelite es casi la unica fuente de infonnaci6n metearal6gica.
En esaS zonas, la plena utilizaci6n de este metoda procurani grandes ventajas. En otras regiones tropicales, para las
que se cuenta can imagenes de satelites y otros tipos de datos meteorologicos, el metoda seguini siendo muy uti!.
Servira de sistema de diagnostico entre otros sistemas disponibles.

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Meteorological satellites are uniquely suited to the task of tropical cyclone surveillance. Thus, since 1960,
hundreds of storms have been observed throughout their life cycles, providing meteorologists with a wealth of new
data.
Early in the meteorological satellite programme, the feasibility of using satellite cloud photographs for
tropical cyclone analysis was recognized (Sadler, 1962, 1964; Nedungadi, 1962). It soon became apparent that the
well-organized spiral structure and the eye, visible in pictures of intense storms) must bear some positive relation

to the high wind speed associated with such storms. Accordingly, methods were devised for estimating the intensity
of tropical cyclones by associating certain cloud features with conventional estimates of storm strength* (Fett,

1966; Fritz et aI., 1966; Hubert and Timchalk, 1969). In recent years, systematic procedures for both the analysis
and forecasting of tropical cyclone intensity have been developed (Dvorak 1973, 1975). These procedures are
designed to improve the reliability and consistency of intensity estimates made from satellite imagery.

Ever since the early use of satellite pictures in tropical cyclone analysis, the question has been raised as to
how accurately stonn intensity (maximum sustained wind speed, or minimum sea-level pressure) can be estimated
from the pictures. The question persists despite recognized" improvements in observation and interpretation techniques. This is because all measurements witlrin storms - be they satellite, aircraft, or ground-based observations are subject to error and uncertainty. Closely related to measurement uncertainty is the problem of the natural

short-period variability within storms. Evidence exists that this natural variability may be considerable. The speeds
of peak wind gusts and intervening lulls may fluctuate widely about the more conservative maximum sustained

wind speed. Eye positions may be erratically distributed about the smoothed storm track. Thus it is neither feasible,
nor is it necessarily desirable from the forecaster's viewpoint, to obtain instantaneous estimates of maximum wind
speed accurate to the nearest metre per second, or to obtain eye positions accurate to the nearest kilometre. Smoothed
values, more realistically reflecting the larger-scale trends, are what the forecaster needs.**

The tropical cyclone analysis technique developed by Dvorak is designed to improve the consistency of
storm-intensity estimates through the use of "modelled" storm development and decay. The improvement in consistency is believed to reflect more faithfully the meaningful larger-scale trends while, at the same time, tending to
eliminate the small-scale or short-period aberrations. The procedures described in this publication are largely based

on Dvorak's work (1973, 1975). These procedures have been tested under operational conditions since 1973 at
forecast centres responsible for tropical storm surveillance in the North Atlantic and North Pacific oceans. The

accuracy of the method has been investigated by Sheets and Grieman (1975). While absolute accuracy is unattainable, Sheets and Grieman indicate that the average error, by trained personnel, in estimating maximum sustained

* The intensity of a tropical cyclone, as measured or estimated from conventional meteorological data, generally is expressed by
either of two parameters - the maximum sustained wind speed (MWS), or the minimum (central) value of sea-level pressure (MSLP).
Because techniques exist for estimating each of these parameters from the other, frequently they are not independently determined.
Where independent values do exist, many forecasters prefer the central sea-level pressure as the more conservative and reliable indicator of tropical cyclone intensity.
** This is the conventional view, reflecting general forecasting needs and, in particular, the needs of deterministic numerical forecast
models. However, Ramage (1976) has questioned this view. Additionally, in the specific endeavour of short-tenn forecasting for
populated islands and coastal areas, probably all forecasters would agree that precise and detailed information is desirable (even if
unobtainable).
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wind speed (MWS) appears to be in the range of 4 to 8 m S-1 (8 to 15 kt).* The corresponding mean error in estimating minimum sea-level pressure (through the inter,mediary of wind estimates) is approximately 7 to 12 mb. Gaby et
al. (1975), in a study of only the North Atlantic tropical storms of 1974, found slightly smaller average differences
in MWS of 3 to 6 m S-1 (7 to 12 kt). The range of individual absolute differences for the storms of that year (148
cases) was 0 to 15 m S-1 (0 to 30 kt). Overall, it seems fair to state that satellite-derived estimates of storm intensity
have proved to be higWy useful at several tropical forecast centres having responsibility for North Atlantic or North
Pacific tropical cyclones.
Because the analysis rules have been developed for North Atlantic and North Pacific cyclones, and because
nearly all independent measurements of storm~ intensity have been obtained from such cyclones, meteorologists
recognize that optimum techniques for other oceans may prove to be slightly different. However, it is reasonable
to believe that the physical laws governing tropical cyclone development and decay are similar for all tropical oceans.
Consequently, inferences from satellite pictures from any tropical ocean shouldnot prove greatly different from the
inferences gained through experience in the North Atlantic and North Pacific. For the Bay of Bengal and- Arabian
Sea, a number of studies of satellite-observed tropical cyclones have already been made (e.g., Kulshrestha and Gupta,
1966; Sikka, 1971; Gupta and Sud, 1975; Mishra and Raj, 1975). These studies indicate probable minor differences
from North Atlantic experience.
In recent years, it has become apparent that the gesostationary satellite is better suited to tropical cyclone
surveillance than is the polar-orbiting one. By the late 1970s, geostationary meteorological satellites are expected
to be deployed over all tropical regions. For these reasons, this Technical Note is largely directed towards the use
of geostationary satellite imagery. However, the meteorological principles and much of the analysis technique
presented herein apply equally well to imagery from polar-orbiting satellites. In fact, the technique was originally
developed using polar-orbiting satellite pictures, and has since been adapted to the geostationary imagery. Some
tropical meteorological offices may continue to receive only pictures from polar-orbiting satellites. For such offices,
a limited discussion of the polar-orbiting satellite imagery is presented in Annex II. Particular features of the use of
this imagery in tropical cyclone analysis are included. The emphasis ·i; upon the differences from geostationary
satellite imagery. Otherwise, the basic principles and analysis techniques remain the same.

Finally, it should be noted that the present "state of the art" (of tropical cyclone analysis from satellite
data) is based largely on the interpretation of the visible imagery, taken during daylight hours from reflected sunlight. But satellites - both polar-orbiting, and geostationary - are also providing infra-red images of tropical cyclones,
available night and day. Efforts are under way to incorporate these into the present tropical analysis technique so
that picture interpretation will not be limited to daylight hours. Additionally, geostationary satellites are providing
images at 3D-minute intervals. Animated cloud sequences (motion pictures) are therefore possible, using either
visible or infra-red data. Such motion pictures are now being produced and used operationally, and are contributing
to tropical cyclone analysis efforts. Because the state of the art is still evolving, it is reasonable to anticipate further
changes in techniques as new satellites and new types of data continue to come into existence. The reader is requested
to keep in mind that this Technical Note was written in 1976 and that, therefore, some parts of it may soon become
out of date.

* MWS, as defmed herein, means maximum sustained wind speed, regardless of location (except that it must be within the cyclonic
circulation). With respect to the vertical, the MWS is generally assumed to occur at or near the surface, though there is often little
variation through the lower troposphere. In the horizontal plane, the location relative to the cyclone centre may be quite variable.
For intense cyclones having an eye, the MWS is found within or near the wall cloud surrounding the eye (see Shea and Gray, 1973,
for detailed composites from reconnaissance aircraft data). In weaker cyclones and disturbances, the MWS characteristically occupies
a banana-shaped area in only one sector and may be located many tens or even a few hundreds of kilometres away (usually poleward) from the cyclone centre. Moderate uncertainty often exists concerning MWS magnitude or location. Sheets and Grieman
(1975) discuss the problems of determining MWS by direct measurements from reconnaissance aircraft. The quoted average error of
4 to 8 m S-1 for MWS estimates from satellite pictures is based on MWS values determined from post analysis. Derivations from
MSLP measurements are included. This post-analysis information is considered more reliable than the operational measurements or
estimates, but some residual uncertainty exists.

CHAPTER 2

DATA FROM GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES-

The advent of the meteorological satellite has brought some new words, expressions and acronyms into the
language. Table I gives descriptions or definitions of a few terms frequently encountered by users of geostationary
satellite data.
We recognize that future geostationary satellites will not be alike in all respects. 10 this chapter, the description of satellite picture data refers to geostationary satellites already deployed by the U.S.A. In principle, if not in
detail, the description should apply also to future geostationary satellites deployed elsewhere around the world. The
reader should make allowances for possible variations in resolution, picture frequency and sensor characteristics.
Shnilarly, the pictures shown throughout this publication are from American satellites. The principles and techniques
illustrated should be universal, even though picture characteristics may vary from one satellite system to another.
In tropical cyclone analysis, cloud images from geostationary (or Earth-synchronous) satellites generally are
more useful than those from the earlier polar-orbiting satellites. There are three reasons:
(a)

The geostationary satellite enables the analyst to view the tropical cyclone or disturbance from the same
relative vantage point on successive days. The comparison of such pictures obtained on successive days is an
important feature of the current tropical cyclone-analysis technique. This feature is regarded as a definite
improvement over the single-photograph analysis of earlier methods.

(b)

The larger field of view from the geostationary satellite means that more of the environment surrounding the
. tropical disturbances can be seen.

(e)

Short-period changes may be observed, since many pictures are received each day.

Both visible (0.54 to 0.70 micrometre) and infra-red (10.5 to 12.6 micrometre) data are now being received
from the geostationary satellites SMS-2 and GOES-I.-- The infra-red (lR) hnages cover the Earth from horizon to
horizon (full-disk linages) and are obtained both night and day at 30-minute intervals, except for maintenance
interruptions and occasional special shorter-interval operations. Picture resolution is approximately eight kilometres
at the satellite sub-point. Figure I shows a full-disk IR hnage.
Visible pictures, in contrast to the IR, of course are obtainable only during daylight. Picture interval likewise
is 30 minutes. However, in addition to full-disk images, limited-area visible pictures (sectorized pictures) are possible.
Such sectorized visible pictu-res can be obtained with resolutions of approximately four kilometres, two kilometres
or one kilometre (see Figure 2). As resolution is improved, the geographical area must be proportionally reduced.

either

At present, the operational tropical cyclone~analysis technique employs primarily the visible pictures of
or two-kilometre resolution. The two-kilometre resolution reveals much of the cloud detail necessary

four~

* A collection of information pamphlets, prepared by Corbell and Coldren (1974 --), gives technical details of the present
geostationary environmental satellite system as operated by the U.S.A. The information is kept up to date and is recommended to
prospective users. Included in the collection is an article by Hussey (974). A more comprehensive user's guide (Corbell et ai" 1976)
is in preparation.
** The geostationary satellites SMS-1 and SMS-2 are prototype vehicles launched by the U.S.A. in May 1974 and February 1975,
respectively. GOES-I, launched by the U.S.A. in October 1975, is a similar satellite. It is named "GOES-I" because it is the first
satellite officially included within the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite system of that nation, It is anticipated
that future geostationary meteorological satellites to be included within the GOES system will be named GOES-2, GOES-3, etc.
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TABLE I
Definitions of some terms used in satellite meteorology. Most have particular reference to geostationary meteorological satellites

Term

Definition

Geostationary satellite

A satellite having an orbit such that the angular velocity of the satellite is equal to that of the
Earth. The satellite thus remains in a nearly flxed position (geostationary) relative to the Earth's
surface, Altitude above the surface is approximately 35 850 km

CGMS

Committee on Geostationary Meteorological Satellites

SMS

Synchronous Meteorological Satellites - geostationary meteorological satellites launched as
prototypes of the U.S. operational geostationary series

GOES

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites - geostationary meteorological satellites
included in the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite system, operated by the U.S.A.

METEOSAT

Geostationary METEOrological SATellites, to be operated by ESA (European Space Agency)

GOMS

Geostationary Operational Meteorological Satellites, to be operated by the U.S.S.R.

GMS

Geostationary Meteorological Satellites, to be operated by Japan

VISSR

Visible and Infra-red Spin-Scan Radiometer. This is the sensor on the SMS!GOES spacecraft
which provides the imagery

IFOV

Instantaneous Field Of View (of the VISSR, or other satellite sensor)

Visible image

An image of the Earth taken during daylight hours from reflected (i.e., "visible") light. Wavelength of SMSjGOES visible images is 0.54 to 0.70 micrometres

IR image

An infra-red image of the Earth, taken by day or by night. Wavelength of SMS/GOES IR images
is 10,5 to 12.6 micrometres

Full-disk image

A satellite image of the Earth that includes the horizon in all directions - North, East, South,
West - so that the entire image appears circular or disk-shaped

Sectorized image

An image of a pre-selected geographical area, or sector, of the Earth

Subpoint

That point on the Earth's surface directly beneath the satellite

Nadir angle

Angle (measured at the satellite) between any line-of-sight and the local vertical

Solar zenith angle

Angle (measured at the Earth's surface) between the Sun and the point directly overhead (zenith)

Resolution

The capability of the imaging system to see or "resolve" small elements within the field of view.
When u!illd with respect to satellite pictures of the Earth, the term "resolution" usually refers to
the horizontal diameter of the smallest element on the Earth's surface that theoretically should
be visible in the picture. See paragraph 3.1 for further discussion

Movie loop

A short-period film-strip motion picture prepared from a series of consecutive geostationary
satellite cloud images. The short sequence may be repeated two or three times on the mm strip,
which is then spliced to form an endless "loop". Motion-picture projection of the film loop
permits automatic repetition of the sequence, as long as is desired by the viewer

for a proper cyclone analysis, wlille at the same time the pictured area is large enough usually to include both the
cyclone and its immediate environment. In some instances, two·kilometre sectors are not large enough, and the
four-kilometre sectorized pictures then are used. Single visible images, or sequences of images, having the better
resolution of one kilometre are sometimes used for special studies or research.
The infra-red picture data thus far have not been as intensively used in tropical cyclone analysis as are the
visible pictures. This is partly because the visible pictures have been available longer, thus allowing a larger body of
experience to accumulate. Also, the sectorized visible pictures have better resolution. Consequently, the present
tropical cyclone classification technique is based largely on the uSe of visible pictures. However, the IR images
obviously offer some details about tropical cyclone intensity.- Because the IR data are available both by day and by
night, it is likely that they will be increasingly used.

* At the U.S. National Hurricane Center, Miami, Florida, IR images of North Atlantic tropical cyclones have been routinely available
smce 1974. Analysts at that Center now consider theIR imagery to be almost as valuable to their operations as are the visible pictures.
IR images received in the early morning, before visible pictures are available, are particularly helpful to the forecaster preparing the
morning forecast.

DATA FROM GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES

Figure 1 - A full-disk infra-red image. The picture is from the satellite SMS-l on 22 September 1975, 1800 GMT
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Figure 2 -"Simultaneous visible (O.54·to 0.70 micrometre) and infra-red (l0.5 to 12.6 micrometre) pictures showing hurricane Eloise
in the Gulf of Mexico on 22 September 1975, 1800 GMT. The infra~red view is from the full-disk image shown in Figure 1. The three
visible views are from the four-kilometre, two-kilometre and one-kilometre resolution sectorized images

CHAPTER 3

FACTORS AFFECTING SATELLITE PICTURE INTERPRETATION

3.I

Picture resolution and quality

An understanding of resolution is important for satellite picture interpretation and therefore, because of its
importance, it is discussed here in some detail. A rough defmition of picture resolution is that it is "the size of the
smallest visible element" in the picture. When one speaks of a picture as having "high" resolution or "fme" resolution,
it means that it possesses much visible detail. On the other hand, a picture having "low" resolution or "poor"

resolution reveals only the grosser features. This rough defmition may be applied to all images, including satellite
images. Again in the rough sense, it is the meaning generally intended in this Technical Note. Although this approximate definition is generally valid and acceptable, it is not wholly sufficient for satellite picture interpretation. This
is because resolution - the ability to see or resolve small elements in the field of view - is complex and depends on
several factors. Moreover, the concept of "resolution" has historically-established meanings in the fields of astronomy

and photography. Those meanings are slightly different from the ones now used in satellite meteorology. With
reference to photographic systems (not necessarily satellite systems), the term "resolution" has a rather precise

meaning. It refers to the ability of the system to render barely distinguishable a standard pattern of black and white
lines. For example, if the resolution of a system is ten lines per millimetre, the pattern whose line-plus-space width
is 0.1 mm is barely resolved. Finer patterns are not resolved. Coarser patterns are more clearly resolved. With reference to satellite images of the Earth, the undifferentiated term "resolution" is used somewhat more loosely. Three
slightly different meanings exist, depending upon the context in which thejf are used. These are:

(aj
(bj

Sensor resolution (the resolution of the scanning device aboard the satellite);
System resolution (the resolution of the entire satellite system, including sensor, electronics, and ground
equipment). This is the meaning usually intended when the term "resolution" is used and when figures are

quoted;
(cj

Effective resolution (the resolution of the fmal Earth image, as observed by the human eye).

The resolutions of categories a and b are limiting upper values for the resolutions of categories band c, respectively.
In other words, the system resolution may be lower than, or equal to, that of the sensor, but it cannot exceed that
of the sensor. In tum, the effective picture resolution may be inferior to, or equal to, the system resolution, but it

cannot be better than that of the system. All resolution begins with the sensor.
The sensor resolution is the IFOV of the satellite's electronic scanning device, projected to the Earth's
surface. The implied assumption is that the horizontal diameter of the smallest visible element on the Earth's surface

is equal to the width of the scan projected upon the Earth's surface. This is true only in the broad sense. Earth
objects larger in diameter than the width of the scan suffer some degradation of outline when imaged. They are seen,
but only with some degree of imperfection. Objects smaller in diameter than the scan width cannot be separately
imaged but can be "seen" in the sense that they contribute brightness to an area equal in diameter to the scan
width. Thus, the scan width, or sensor resolution, is a threshold value which discriminates only imperfectly between

what is visible and what is invisible. In the GOES system operated by the U.S.A., the VISSR operates at a subpoint
resolution (sensor resolution) of approximately one kilometre. The resolution values mentioned in Chapter 2 (eight
kilometres for full-disk pictures, and four kilometres, two kilometres and one kilometre for sectorized visible pictures)
are system resolution values. The lower-quality values of eight kilometres, four kilometres and two kilometres are
the result of limitations in transmission and display capacities. In good-quality images, the effective resolution is the
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same as the system resolution for pictured areas near the subpoint. Those portions of the picture located away
from the subpoint and towards the horizon will, of course, have somewhat inferior effective resolutions. This is
due both to the more oblique angle of view and to the greater distance of the Earth's surface from the satellite.
Thus, a tropical cyclone or disturbance near the picture horizon will ordinarily be seen with less clarity than one
located near the subpoint. In addition to the angle of view and the distance from the satellite, there are other factors,
such as quality of photographic reproduction, atmospheric dust and type of Earth surface. Since all of these
influence picture resolution it is neither meaningful nor possible to quote a precise figure for effective resolution.
An eight-kilometre value is an approximate average for full~disk picture areas not far removed from the subpoint,
provided that the pictures are of good quality. This value permits the distinguishing of cloud elements down to the
size of single cumulonimbus clouds and groups or lines of cumulus congestus. Individual smaller cumuli are not
discernible as separate elements, but they do contribute to the general reflectivity of the pictured area.

Figure 3 - A "normal" good-quality satellite picture and three undesirable kinds of reproduction: (a) good quality> (b) too light,
(c) too dark, (d) out of focus. All pictures are from the SMS·l two-kilometre visible image shown in Figure 2. Picture time is
1800 GMT, 22 September 1975
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The sectorized visible pictures permit more of the smaller cloud elements to be seen. The four-kilometre and
two-kilometre visible images, which are the ones generally used for tropical cyclone analysis and classification,
show much of the spiral band and convective cloud-line structure of cumulus congestus associated with tropical
cyclones. In the picture of one-kilometre resolution, all but the smallest individual cumulus clouds are discernible

(see Figure 2).
The resolution values described above are obtained only in pictures of good quality. Many factors can, and
sometimes do, lower the quality of the end product and thus may degrade the effective resolution of the picture.
Some unfavourable factors are:

(a)

ElecIronic noise within the satellite signal;

(b)

Incorrect placement ofthe negative on the drum recorder at the ground receiving station (may cause pictures
to be out offocus);

(c)

Poor photo-processing (over-exposure or under-exposure);

(d)

Poor quality of photographic paper.

Figure 3 illustrates a few of these factors: over- and under-exposure and out-of-focus.

The photo-facsimil~ process is another unfavourable influence on picture quality for those secondary stations
receivillg pictures via this means. In the past, the transmission of satellite pictures between certain ground locations
has been feasible only through the use of facsimile. This may continue for some remote ground locations. The
degree of picture degradation via facsimile may vary considerably, depending upon the amount of image reduction,
the quality and condition of the recording equipment, and the type of paper on which the picture is reproduced.
Under the most favourable conditions, much of the original picture quality can be retained.

3.2

Sun angle and viewing angle

Because GOES visible images are normalized by cosine of solar zenith angle, areas with high sun tend to be
brighter than those with low sun (compare the pictures in Figure 4). However, visible pictures at low sun sometimes
reveal more of the high-altitude cloud features. Variations in the vertical structures, especially cumulonimbus tops
and squall lines, are then enhanced by highlights and shadows. The analyst should be aware that deep-layer convective
activity may appear more impressive under such conditions. The foregoing statement does not apply to a visible
image at velY low sun where the illumination is considerably diminished. Features then are difficult to see. This is
an important operational problem in tropical cyclone analysis. In the morning, with a known stann in existence,
the forecaster desires the earliest possible visible picture. At such a time not everything is actually visible, and the
viewed storm may then appear to be weaker than it really is. Figure 4 illustrates some of these features. The three
visible views, at different hours on the same day, show the North Atlantic area during a period of considerable
tropical activity. In the first picture (1800 GMT), it is mid-afternoon over the mid-ocean. In the late afternoon
(2000 GMT), some of the deep-layer convective clouds are highlighted. However by 2100 GMT, hurricane Gladys
(inset) is already in twilight and is poorly defined. Brightness is also affected by viewing angle. Generally, clouds
tend to appear brighter when viewed towards the sun than when viewed away from the sun. In the case of water~
droplet clouds, this effect is probably caused by the preferred forward scatter of sunlight by individual cloud
droplets.
Figure 5 shows brightness differences due to viewing angle and solar zenith angle. Pictures from a polarorbiting satellite (NOAA-3) have been chosen for this illustration sq that overlapping areas of adjacent picture
swaths - showing the same geographical area at greatly different viewing angles - may be compared. In this case,
the area of overlap is quite small, due to the low latitude. However, a portion of tropical cyclone Kirsten can be
seen in both pictures, and the brightness difference is very noticeable. The view of the cyclone away from the sun
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Figure 4 - SMS-l visible pictures of the North Atlantic area at three different hours of the same day, showing variations in solar
illumination. Picture times are 1800, 2000 and 2100 GMT on 27 September 1975. The enlarged views of the tropical cyclone
(corresponding to inset areas) have been photographically processed so as to reveal the cloud features better
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Figure 5 - Visible pictures from adjacent passes of the polar-orbiting satellite NOAA-3. Pictures were recorded by the very high
resolution radiometer (VHRR) at 1639 GMT (right) and 1833 GMT (left) over the tropical eastern North Pacific Ocean on 23 August
1974. Tropical cyclone activity was unusually great on that day - note four named cyclones in the two picture swaths

(picture at right, looking towards the west) is much iess bright than that towards the sun (picture at ien, looking
towards the east). Because of the nearly two-hour time difference between the pictures, some of the brightness
difference is also due to the difference in solar elevation.

The increase in cloud brightness towards the sun is not to be confused with specular reflection (sun glint).
Specular reflection, if it occurs, emanate's from that particular spot on the Earth's surface where the sun and the
satellite are at equal and opposite angles. It is known to occur from water surfaces. Infrequently, a small intense
reflection from a calm lake or ocean surface, or even from a swamp, may be mistaken for a cloud (for example,
see sun glint near Mexican coast in Figure 5). More commonly, a larger area of diffuse specular reflection is seen in

the visible view of a wind-roughened ocean. Such diffused reflection is not likely to be confused with cloud, but
it does reduce the visibility of any cloud that may be present. In geostationary (Earth-synchronous) satellite pictures,
the location of possible sun glint marches westwards daily. Also, there is the annual meridional oscillation about the

Equator. In polar-orbiting (sun-synchronous) satellite pictUres obtained by horizon·to-horizon cross-track scanning,
the iocation of possible sun glint is fixed within the picture and is eiongated aiong a path that is approxhnately
parallel to the satellite track. Along that path, intense reflection is possible in a lhnited zone near the latitude of the
sun. Diffuse reflection is possible elsewhere. Figure 5 illustrates sun glint for a polar-orbiting "morning" satellite
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Figure 6 - Four pictures at different times on the same day, showing changes in sun glint: (a) 1200 GMT, (b) 1500 GMT,
(e) 1600 GMT, (d) 1800 GMT. Pictures are the four~kilometre resolution visible images, taken on 13 August 1974 from the satellite
SMS-l

(sun-synchronous at approximately 0900, local time). The path of possible sun glint is shifted towards the east. In
the picture swath on the right, locally intense reflection is seen just west of Mexico. Diffuse reflection is visible
southwards. Examples of sun glint in geostationary satellite pictures are shown in Figure 6. In the four pictures,
taken at different hours on the same day, the reflective area marches westwards with time. At 1200 GMT, it is not
yet within the picture. At 1500 GMT, a relatively large"area of diffuse and weak reflection exists to the east-southeast of the small tropical cyclone, Alma. At 1600 GMT, locally intensified reflection appears in the area just south
of the tropical storm, indicating probable light winds and a relatively smooth ocean surface there. By 1800 GMT,
the reflective area is further west and is once again very weak and diffuse.
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3.3

Accuracy of geographical gridding

Accuracy in fitting a geographical overlay, or latitude/longitude grid, to a full-disk satellite image depends
primarily on three factors:
(a)

A precise knowledge of the satellite position;

(b)

A grid overlay calculated for that position;

(c)

An undistorted reproduction of the Earth's disk (no variations in size or shape in the image).

If the grid overlay is to be fitted to the picture manually, a fourth factor must be added:
(d)

The proper matching of band c.

Slight imperfections or approximations can occur in any of the above four faotors. Consequently, fitting
the geographical overlay to the image must always include small errors. In the case of b, for example, it is not

feasible to maintain the large library of grid overlays that would be needed to match all possible satellite positions.
0
Instead, grid overlays are maintained for 0.5 increments of latitude and longitude within a restricted geographical
range, and the particular overlay for the calculated position nearest to that of the satellite is selected to fit the
picture.

Sheets and Grieman (1975) made a study of location discrepancies on visible pictures obtained from the
earlier geostationary satellites, ATS-I and ATS-3. In that study, the average location discrepancy due to gridding
0
0
error was found to be in the range 1/4 to 1/2 of latitude (28 to 55 km). Similar average errors probably exist
for full-disk images from satellites SMs-i and SMS-2. Night-time infra-red images tend to have larger gridding errors,
as discussed later. Sectorized visible pictures, particularly those with good landmarks, have much smaller gridding
errors. The average gridding error for the two-kilometre resolution pictures from GOES-l is believed to be less than
ten kilometres.

In the manual fitting of a satellite picture to its geographical overlay, the analyst or photo-technician has
three aims. In the usual order of priority, they are:

(a)

To fit the landmarks nearest to the meteorological features ofgreatest interest as well as possible;

(b)

To fit other major landmarks as well as possible;

(c)

To minimize the overall error.

Consequently, gridding errors tend to be less than average over low-latitude areas near the subpoint

~nd

over areas

near well-defined landmarks. Gridding errors tend to be larger than average over high-latitude regions and other
areas near the horizon, and over areas far from well-defined landmarks. A particular problem exists with the night-

time infra-red pictures: many coastlines and other landmarks tend to disappear at night. This causes difficulty in
ascertaining the proper alignment between the grid overlay and the infra-red image. As a result, location errors tend
to be larger than average on such pictures. This is especially true for the tropical regions at night because the tropical

land/sea temperature contrast is then very small (see Figure 7). The forecaster locating a tropical storm on a nighttime infra-red picture should keep this problem in mind. At present (1976), geographical overlays also are being
produced by electronic computer. A check of three different periods in 1975 indicated average errors ranging from
13 to 39 km in the east-west direction, and 6 to 30 km in the north-south direction. Infrequently, large discrepancies
occurred. In operational practice; the large errors can usually be corrected by reference to landmarks.
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1500 GMT

2300 GMT

,

"

Figure 7 - Infra-red images at midday (1500 GMT) and evening (2300 GMT) on the same day, showing some changes in
the appearance of land areas and coastlines. Images were recorded on 13 August 1974 - the same day as the visible pictures
shown in Figure 6
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Regional differences in storm climatology

Although much remains to be learned about tropical cyclones, meteorologists are already aware of some
regional differences. The typhoons in the western North Pacific are larger and more numerous than are the storms
in any other ocean. The cyclones in the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea exhibit a pronounced double maximum
frequency - maxima both before and after the summer monsoon. The hurricanes in the eastern North Pacific
dissipate while still over tropical waters more frequently than do cyclones elsewhere. These and other regional
peculiarities are well known to tropical forecasters, who need no education in this regard. The purpose in mentioning
their existence is to emphasize that the tropical cyclone analysis technique presented here should be practiced in
consideration of the climatology of the region. Climatology is not intended to be an overriding factor but it does
have its influence.
Meteorological satellites themselves have contributed to the revision and updating of tropical storm climatology. Perhaps the best known example is from the eastern North Pacific, where the annual frequency of tropical
cyclones is now observed to be two to three times larger than was thought two decades ago. It is reasonable to
suppose that further climatological revisions may become necessary, based on additional experience.

3.5

Visible versus infra-red data

Some of the differences between the visible and the
These are summarized in Table II.

infra~red

picture data have already been mentioned.

TABLE II
Comparison of the visible and the infra-red images received from current geostationary satellites
(All kinds of images not available to all receiving stations)

Visible
Sensor wavelength (micrometres)

0.54 - 0.70

Picture resolution

8 kmor
4km

(full-disk)

4km
2km
1 km

(sectorized pictures)

Picture interval

Infra-red
10.5 - 12.6

30 min (daylight only)

8 km (full-disk)*

30 min (night and day)

* IR sectors equivalent in area to the visible sectorized pictures sometimes are available. The eight-kilometre resolution remains
unchanged.
Because the infra-red radiometer operates in the 10.5-12.6 micrometre range (the water-vapour window), the IR
pictures generally represent the temperatures of radiating surfaces that are scanned by the radiometer. Those temperatures - be they of high clouds, low clouds, or Earth surfaces - are converted to a photographic grey scale. Hightropospheric .clouds, such as dense cirrus or the tops of cumulonimbi, have relatively low temperatures and appear
white. Lower, warmer clouds appear in various shades of grey. Hot desert areas in day-time (if cloud free) appear
black. Figure 2 shows both visible and IR views of the same tropical cyclone. The dense cirrus and cumulonimbus
clouds are more immediately discernible in the infra-red image, but the structure of the low-level cumulus cloud
lines is more apparent in the visible pictures. Caution is often needed in interpreting the infra-red images. Dense
cirrus mayor may not obscure underlying cumulonimbus. A high thin cirrus layer may be partially transparent
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to radiation from lower levels and therefore may appear the same as a warmer, middle-level cloud layer. Furthermore, as already noted, location errors tend to be larger than average on the night·time IR pictures because coast-

lines and other landmarks tend to disappear at night.

3.6

Diurnal oscillations

Movie loops prepared from geostationary satellite pictures show an apparent diurnal variation in the amount
of cirrus cloud over tropical cyclones. * The cirrus canopy over a storm often appears to increase during the day,
especially during the afternoon; then it appears to decrease or become thinner during the night. As the night-time
dissipation proceeds, the infra-red pictures tend to reveal more of the lower-level convective cloud-band structure of
the storm. The diurnal variation in cirrus is not large, but it has been noticeable in many sequences, from both the

visible (day-thne only) and infra-red (day and night) pictures. At this time, little quantitative work has been done,
and no generally accepted explanation exists. Studies performed at the National Hurricane and Experimental Research

Laboratory, Miami, Fia.(Sheets, 1972) indicate no demonstrable diurnal oscillation in the intensity of North Atlantic
tropical cyclones.** Therefore, the diurnal variation in cirrus amount appears to bear no relation to changes in storm

intensity. If once-a-day satellite cloud images, taken at the same hour, are used to analyse the cyclone, the apparent
diurnal oscillation has no influence. The use of pictures more frequently than once a day, or at different hours on
successive days, does require making allowances for diurnal effects. Such allowances are included, at present, in the
analysis procedure, but they are qualitative and are based on practical experience.

* At the present time (1976), this statement applies only to the North Atlantic and eastern North Pacific Oceans. Other major
tropical cyclone-producing regions have not yet been observed by geostationary satellites.
** This statement ignores the semi-diurnal pressure wave. The relatively small effects of that wave are believed to exist everywhere
in the tropics, both within and without cyclones.

CHAPTER 4

THEORETICAL AND OBSERVATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

The focus of this Technical Note, and that of most tropical cyclone analysis, is on storms which cause
damage and on those disturbances that have, or may have, the potential to become such. These st-orms are relatively
infrequent. On the other hand, weak disturbances that never intensify are common. In an attempt to distinguish

the fanner from the latter, it is useful to consider briefly the complete spectrum of tropical disturbances. Cyclonic
circulations and flow patterns in the tropics and subtropics cover a variety of structures and a wide range of intensities. They might be categorized, according to thermal structure, as follows:

(a)

Cold-core cyclones, in which the intensity is greatest in the upper troposphere and decreases downwards;

(b)

Warm-core cyclones, in which the intensity is greatest near the surface and decreases upwards;

(c)

Indetenninate, weak cyclonic disturbances of the low or middle troposphere (i.e., easterly waves, troughs,
shear lines, and disturbances of the ITCZ), not clearly either warm core or cold core. The disturbances may

represent either a weak closed cyclonic circulation through a shallow layer of the troposphere, or they may
represent a concentration of cyclonic vorticity without a closed circulation;

(d)

Monsoon cyclones, in which the intensity is greatest in the lower middle troposphere between 800 and
500 mb (80 to 50 kPa). These are cold core in lower levels, surmounted by a warm anomaly aloft;*

(e)

Frontal cyclones, possessing an extratropical-type baroclinic structure. These may occur at subtropical
latitudes, especially during the cooler seasons;

(f)

Hybrid cyclones (usually a mixture of categories b and e). **
Because of the destructive potential of the well-developed wann-cone cyclone - sometimes called the true

tropical cyclone - this publication is very largely concerned with this type of storm (type b, above) and with its
precursors (a minority of the much more numerous type c). Therefore, in this text, 'the undifferentiated term
"tropical cyclone" includes warm-core cyclones of all intensities. It also includes weak cyclonic disturbances whose
temperature structure is indetenninate but which may develop into warm-core cyclones.

Gray (1975), Riehl (1954) and others have pointed out that well-developed tropical cyclones are relatively
rare. The weak but deep-layer warm-core circulations from which they grow are also relatively rare. When the laUer

exist, they usually intensify. On the other hand, weak shallow cyclonic circulations (included in c, above) are
common over many areas of the tropics, and most of these, as already noted, do not intensify. Thus, it seems a

much more difficult process for the atmosphere to develop the initial weak but deep-layered warm-core cyclone
than it is for the latter to develop further once it has been formed. A well-developed tropical cyclone is known to
be a thermally direct system. It has cyclonic inflow at low levels, a more chaotic but generally anticyclonic outflow at high levels, and a concentration of upward motion and release of latent heat in the core of the storm. The

* See Krishnamurti et al. (1975) and Pedgley and Krishnamurti (1976) for detailed case studies of monsoon cyclones over India
and West Africa, respectively.
** Hybrid cyclones, often called subtropical (or semi-tropical) cyclones, possessing some characteristics of both the true tropical
cyclone and the extratropical cyclone, sometimes do exist. They may develop damaging winds over a small area near the centre.
Operationally, the importance of this type of cyclone to the forecaster is such that some cyclone analysis modifications directed
towards this particular type of storm are now believed desrrable. See Hebert and Poteat (975) and Annex III to this report. Over
the North Atlantic in recent years (1970~1975), the occurrence of semi-tropical cyclones has been relatively frequent. Some individual cases have been discussed by Hope (1975), Simpson and Pelissier (1971), Spiegler (1971), Hebert (1973) and Ferguson (1973),
among others.
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formation and maintenance of the warm core are essential to the formation and maintenance of the cyclone.
Although understanding of warm-core formation is still incomplete, meteorologists have long known that the release
of latent heat of condensation within the atmospheric column must be the main immediate cause. A pre-existing

disturbance or tropical cloud clusterisessential (Riehl, 1954), but alone is insufficient. Other necessary or favourable
conditions are:

(aj

High sea-surface temperature (> 26"C);

(bj

Relatively large low-level cyclonic wind shear (Williams and Gray, 1973);

(cj

Abundant low-level moisture;

(dj

S~all vertical

(ej

Anticyclonic upper-tropospheric outflow.

wind shear-;*

The release of latent heat tends to be concentrated in "hot towers" - tall cumulonimbus clouds containing intense

updrafts but covering oniy a small fraction of the disturbed area (Riehl and Malkus, 1961; Yanai, 1961). In weak
disturbances, the hot towers are often neither well developed nor closely related to the nascent cyclone. As the
disturbance intensifies, the deep convection and the low-level depression both tend to become better developed and
more nearly coincident, thus providing a more efficient heating mechanism. The concentration of convection in
developing and intense cyclones usually leads to the generation of a dense overcast or cloud canopy-over the cyclone.

Earlier work by Fritz et al. (1966) and Hubert and Timchalk (1969) has provided observational e.vidence of a positive
correlation between canopy size and low-level maximum wind speed. Numerical calculations by Estoque (1971) have
related the intensity of the upper-level outfiow to the size of the cirrus canopy. Thus, the reiation between canopy
size and stonn intensity is supported by both observation and theory. All cyclone cloudiness is not contained

w~thin

the canopy. Developing and intense cyclones have often outer cloud bands separated from the inner shield by a
relatively clear ring or moat. Fujita et al. (1967), ,in a numerical model of.typhoon circulation, have demonstrated
that this feature should also exist.
The idealized tropical cyclone represented by most models is symmetric about a vertical axis. However, it
is well known that axial symmetry is not achieved in nature, though it may be approached in the cores of intense
stonns. In real cyclones, the fields of wind and pressure are asymmetric, especially at intermediate and larger radii

of 400 to 1000 km. The asymmetries are largest in the upper-tropospheric outflow layer (Black and Anthes, 1971).
Similarly, the cloud patterns of typical cyclones are also quite asymmetric, with the asymmetries being more pronounced at larger radii. In the infrequent cases where the satellite-observed cloud pattern becomes very nearly
circular and is isolated from other clouds, empirical evidence suggests that the cyclone has reached maximum intensity and is beginning to weaken. (It should be noted that the reverse is not necessarily true - i.e., an asymmetric

cyclone is not necessarily intensifying.) This empirical finding is supported by the theoretical studie. of Anthes
(1970) and Robock (1975), who have concluded that axial asymmetries and large-scale horizontal eddies must
probably exist for cyclones to be maintained or to intensify.
The clouds seen in satellite pictures of tropical cyclones are, to some extent, the tangible manifestations of
many of the features mentioned in the preceding five paragraphs. Because of this, the pictures have become a valuable
analysis tool. In both beginning and mature cyclones, the spiral organization of convective cloud bands reflects the
low-level cyclonic convergence characteristic of all cyclones. When such convective cloud bands extend upwards
through a deep layer of the troposphere, as is often the case in well-developed cyclones, the spiral organization may
also reflect both the high-level anticyclonic outflow and the large vertical wind shears existing between low levels
and the high troposphere. The deep-layer convective clouds near the centre of the spiral are evidence of the upward
motion and addition of latent heat necessary for maintenance and intensification of the stonn. In some cases, the

* Gray (1968), using conventional meteorological data, has shown that tropical storm formation is closely related to the existence of
climatologically small values of the zonal component of the vertical shear. This was found to be true for all the major tropical cyclone
regions of the world.
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pictorial evidence of vertical wind shear, or the lack of it, over the circulation centre indicates a trend towards
either the destruction or the maintenance of the warm core, and thus it also indicates a trend towards either storm
decay or storm development. Weak tropical cyclones differ from intense cyclones more io degree than in kind.
It is well known that intense storms grow from weak storms, and that weak storms grow from still weaker disturb·
ances. The entire growth process generally takes several days or more. Drastic changes usually do not occur without
some prior evidence. *

All these concepts are incorporated in the present cyclone analysis technique. Essentially, the technique is
a set of rules which permits classification of tropical stanns and disturbances, based on the degree to which certain
measurable cloud features, collectively, are realized. Because the spectrum of tropical cyclones is a continuum, no

classification procedure can be perfect. The technique presented here appears to be the best that has been developed
so far. It is described in the following chapter which is very largely taken from the work of Dvorak (1975). Annex III
contains some suggested modifications to the technique, directed towards North Atlantic subtropical, or

semi~

tropical, cyclones. Those suggestions were first proposed by Hebert and Poteat (1975). The technique applies oniy
to tropical cyclones and disturbances centred over water (small islands excepted). When a tropical cyclone moves
inland, the disruptive influence of a iarge land mass upon the cloud pattern and the wind field usually causes certain
rules of the technique to become inapplicable even though some qualitative inferences about the cyclone may still
be valid.**

* Extreme cyclone intensification has been observed in rare cases (e.g., Holliday, 1973). Its prediction is difficult, by any existing
method.
** Srinivasan et al. (1971), using polar-orbiting satellite pictures, have derived useful inferences about the intensities of monsoon
cyclones (depressions) moving inland over the Indian subcontinent. They observed no large differences between cyclone cloud
patterns over sea and over land. Although there are some obvious similarities between the cloud patterns of monsoon cyclones and
those of weak tropical cyclones elsewhere, the usefulness of the analysis technique described here, when applied to monsoon cyclones,
has yet to be determined.

CHAPTER 5

THE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE

5.1

General

The technique was originally developed using polar-orbiting satellite pictures. It has since been adapted to lbe
geostationary satellite imagery, but the basic principles apply equally well to both types of data. These principles, as
applied to individual visible images, are presented in paragraphs 5.1 to 5.5, inclusive. Paragraph 5.6 concerns the use
of movie loops and applies only to geostationary satellite images obtained at short-period time intervals. Paragraph 5.7
is a special section devoted to infra-red data; The aim of the technique is to estimate the current and future intensity
of tropical cyclones using satellite imagery. To achieve this aim, the technique outlines procedures and rules which
combine meteorological analysis of satellite imagery with a model of tropical cyclone development. At lbe present
time, for the tropical North Atlantic, the estimates of current mtensity are considered more useful than are the
forecasts.
The model has two parts:
(aj

A set of curves, shown in Figure 8, depicting typical cyclone intensity changes with time. Rapidly and slowly
developmg cyclones are represented as departures from average development;
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Descriptions of cloud patterns at various stages of cyclone development (Figures 9 and 10). These stages
of development correspond to the intervals along the ordinate axis of Figure 8.

The cloud features used to estimate cyclone development at the time of the satellite picture are themselves
of two kinds: the "central features" (CF), and the "outer banding features" (BF). Definitions of CF, BF, and other
terms used in the analysis technique, are listed in Table III. Numerical values assigned to CF and BF are obtained
TABLE III
Definitions of some tenns used in the analysis techniqne*
Term

Definition

MWS

Maximum sustained wind speed, a measure of cyclone intensity.

MSLP

Minimum sea-level pressure. This also is a measure of cyclone intensity.

Dense overcast

An opaque overcast cloud mass of deep-layer convective origin and including much dense cirrus.
Individual convective features at or below the cirrus level are not visible. (The largest or most
intense convective centres may be faintly discernible.)

Convective overcast

An essentially overcast area of convective clouds which may include cumulonimbus, but in which
the amount of cirrus is much less than with a dense overcast. A layer of thin cirrus, or scattered
small anvils of dense cirrus, may be present. Many individual convective features are visible.

C/oudcomma

The comma-shaped major cloud mass characteristic of a developing cyclone. (See Figures 9 and 10
- particularly columns T3 and T4, rows (b) and (dJ - for examples of commonly observed comma
configurations.)

CSC

Cloud system centre. In well-developed tropical storms, the CSC is located at the centre of the eye
or at the centre indicated by a partial eye wall if one of those features is visible. Otherwise, the CSC
is located by fitting circles to the inner curve of the comma and to the curved cloud lines within
the comma. The CSC is considered to be at the centre of the area common to all the circles.

CDO

Central dense overcast. The dense overcast globular mass of clouds that is part of the comma head
and is located just within the curvature of the comma cloud band.

CF

Central features. Cloud features that appear within the broad curve of tile comma band and either
surround or cover the esc (includes the CDO, if the CDO is present). The numerical values assigned
to CF range from 0.0 to 7.0, with intervals of 0.5.

BF

Banding features. That part of the comma cloud band that is essentially overcast and curves evenly
around tile central features. The numerical values assigned to SF range from 0.0 to 2.5, with
intervals of 0.5.

T-number

A number (on a scale from 0.5 to 8.0, with intervals of 0.5) that classifies the cyclone. TIle T-number is largely (but not entirely) determined by the sum of CF and BF.

Superstorm

A very intense cyclone - one having a T-number classification of T7 or T8.

D,S, W

Developing, steady, weakening. These are mutually exclusive descriptions of the apparent past
change in cyclone intensity as deduced from satellite pictures on successive days (usually two
images, separated by 24 hours).

CI

Current intensity of the cyclone, estimated from satellite pictures. The CI number is derived from
the T~number, as modified by the observed condition, D, S, or W. Like the T-number, the CI
number is on a scale from 0.5 to 8.0 with intervals of 0.5. (Table IV shows the empirical relation
between the CI number and cyclone intensity in terms of MWS.)

PLUS, MINUS

Descriptions (usually not required) of the apparent change in intensity at the time of the latest
satellite picture. One or the other is used only when the apparent existing or anticipated change in
intensity is significantly different from the past change (D, S, or TV). PLUS denotes more rapid
intensification (or less rapid weakening) than the observed past change. MINUS denotes less rapid
intensification (or more rapid weakening).

FI

Forecast intensity of the cyclone, as estimated from satellite pictures. The FI number is determined
from the CI number and the past trend, with modifications for any significant present or anticipated changes (as expressed by the use of PLUS or MINUS).

* The list is arranged semi-sequentially, not alphabetically. This is done so that some of the terms defined in the first part of the table
may themselves be used in later definitions within the table.
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Figure 10 - Examples of tropical cyclone patterns illustrated in Figure 9. The T-numbers shown are the "pattern" T-numbers;
these may be adjusted for model considerations (from Dvorak, 1975)
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from Figure 11. The analysis of cyclone cloud features is more than just a determination of the numerical values

for CF and BF. Essentially, the analysis is a tlnee-stage procedure that
development shown in Figure 9 and the quantitative description in Figure
ance. The T-numbers are assigned to tropical disturbances ranging from
signs of tropical cyclone fonnation (Tl) to those characteristic of the

uses both the qualitative description of

1 t" to assign a "T-number" to the disturbthose exhibiting minimal but significant
maximum observed intensity (T8). The
successive T-numbers determined for a cyclone or disturbance (generally representing a period of two or more

days) are used to fit the cyclone to one of three curves of the model (see Figure 8) or are used to show departures
from a particular curve. The classification of the cyclone according to its T-number is the heart of the analysis
technique. After the T-number for the current day has been assigned, certain cloud features are examined to determine whether the cyclone is likely to remain on its modelled curve during the next 24 hours. The cloud features
used in this step are generally not the same as the CF and BF. Rather, they are the more subtle features (discussed
in paragraph 5.2.2) that provide inferences about the current change in intensity within the cyclone at the time of
the latest satellite picture. They also provide inferences about environmental changes that may affect the cyclone's

growth or decay. The procedures and rules of the technique give guidance to, and place constraints on, the intensity
analysis and forecast. When a nascent tropical cyclone is discovered, the recommended procedure is to assume

typical development. The cyclone's subsequent progress is then analysed at later times by comparing the cloud
features and changes with those of the model. This is a continuing process. The typical curve of the model is followed
until the cloud features of the cyclone indicate a definite departure from typical. The typical disturbance that
develops into a tropical storm is recognized at its initial stage by a specified- combination of cloud features. This
combination occurs about one and a half days before tropical st0fIn intensity is attained;* When development is not

interrupted by a radical change of environment, the typical cyclone is expected to develop more or Ie,. steadily.
The cyclone is also expected to reach maximum development after a period of time that depends partly upon its
direction of motion. Many developing cyclones, of course, are not "typical": To deal with these, the technique.also

can accommodate rapid and slow rates of change (see Figure 8) as well as interruptions in growth rate. Atypical
development may ocCur when a cyclone -forms in an unusual environment or undergoes a significant change of
environment. Atypical development is detected by the absence of, or changes in, those cloud features associated

with typical cyclone growth and decay.
5.2

The analysis of cloud features
In this section, cloud features are described as they appear in visible pictures. Some inferences from the

infra-red data ace given in paragraph5.7.

5.2.1

aoud features used to estimate current cyclone intensity
Although the tropical cyclones viewed in satellite pictures appear in a great variety of patterns, most have a

comma or a rotated comma configuration. The corruna consists usually of a· combination of clustered convective.·
cloud lines and cirrus clouds. The cirrus may add to, or detract from, the organization of the pattern. The merging
end of the comma may either hook inwards towards the centre or curve broadly around a central core of clouds.

These core clouds, which can be regarded as the head of the comma, may consist of curved cloud lines, another
smaller comma configuration, or a dense overcast cloud mass. As the cyclone intensifies, the comma configuration
usually becomes more nearly circular, with the core clouds increasing in amount and density. The cloud features
related to cyclone intensity are described in Figure II as central features (CF) and outer banding features (BF) (see

Table 1I1 for definitions). The range of possible numerical values for CF is 0.0 to 7.0 (with intervals of 0.5). The
range for BF is 0.0 to 2.5 (also with intervals of 0.5). A third variable, the apparent vertical depth of the clouds
comprising the CF and the BF, is assessed qualitatively by the analyst.** The vertical depth influences the values
* The lower limit of tropical storm intensity is defmed to be a sustained maximum wind speed (MWS) of 34 kt, or 17.5 m S-I.
** Maximum vertical depth, extending through the troposphere, is represented by very bright, large cumulonimbus clouds or a very
dense bright overcast produced by such clouds. Smaller or less bright cumulonimbi, or those producing little cirrus, or a "convective
overcast" (see Table III), are assumed to be of lesser depth. See Anderson and Veltishchev (1973), pp. 1-8.
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Figure 11 - A diagram for determining the preliminary (quantitative) T·number from cloud-feature measurements (from Dvorak,
1975)
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assigned to CF and BF. Those two parameters, the CF and the BF, together largely determine the T-number. The
CF are defined in terms of either the characteristics of the innermost curved cloud line(s) or the characteristics of
the central dense overcast (CDO), if the latter is present. This dual defmition is necessary because a cloud system
centre (CSC) may be relatively cloud-free and located within the curve of a cloud line on one day and be obscured
under a CDO on the following day. The value of CF therefore depends on the size, shape, and defmition of the
central features as well as on the amount of dense overcast associated with those features. When the innermost
cloud lines of the disturbance are visible, the value for CF is inferred from cloud features showing the definition of
the CSC and its association with deep~layer convection. These features are:
(aj

The distance between the CSC(the low-cloud centre, in this case) and an adjacent dense cloud mass;

(bj

The pattern and depth of convection in the curved cloud lines defining the CSC;

(c)

The radius of curvature of the innermost deep-layer convective cloud lines or bands;

(dj

The characteristics of the eye and the banding encircling it.

When a CDO covers the cyclone's central cloud lines, the cloud features of the CDO are used to determine the
value of CF. The CDO is often angular or oval in shape during the early stages of the cyclone. Usually, it becomes
larger, smoother, and more nearly circular as the cyclone intensifies (see schematic in Figure 12). The characteristics

IRREGULAR

ANGULAR OR rNAL

Figure 12 - Schematics of irregular, oval, and round types of
Dvorak,1973)

ena

(from

of the CDO are also illustrated in rows (bj and (dj of Figure 9; examples of each pattern are shown in Figure 10.
At times the CDO appears, through thin cirrus, to be composed of thin, tightly coiled lines. A dense, curved, C-shaped
narrow band often precedes the formation of the CDO. (See Figure 9, column T3, rows (aj, (cj and (ej.) The
cyclone eye is either embedded within a CDO or is defined by a major cloud band completely encircling it (bandingtype eye). In either case, the value of CF i~ increased when there is an increase in the amount of dense overcast
surrounding the eye. The value of CF is decreased for large, ragged, or cirrus-covered eyes. Indications of the eye
becoming more distinct, more nearly circular, or more nearly central to the CnG, are qualitative signs ofintensification. The outer banding features (BF) add to the intensity estimate of the cyclone in proportion to the amount and
circularity of the dense overcast in banded form that curves around the central features. Figure 13 is a schematic of
some types of BF. The classifications shown are 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0. Figure 14 presents two pairs of identical
satellite photographs of a developing cyclone, separated by 48 hours. Markings on one picture of each pair show the
locations of the CDO, CSC and banding features. Occasionally, the cloud features of a cyclone are poorly defined in
the imagery. Details of the CF, the BF, or the vertical depth of the clouds may be difficult to assess. In such situations, changes in the overall cloud pattern may be used to infer changes in cyclone intensity. The pattern normally
signals an increase in cyclone intensity by showing an increase in the amount and circularity of the dense central
features (CF), or by showing an increase in the amount and circularity of the outer banding (BF), even though
finer details are obscured.
5.2.2 Goud features used to estimate future cyclone intensity
Indications in cloud fea~ures related to the cyclone's vertical motions and its inflow and outflow characteristics provide clues concerning the cyclone's future growth or decay. A cyclone undergoing average or rapid
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BF .. 2

Figure 13 - Schematics of some different types of BF (from Dvorak, 1973)

Figure 14 - SMS~2 pictures of developing cyclone Olivia on 22 October 1975 (left) and of the developed hurricane two days later
on 24 October (right). Picture pairs above and below are identical except for markings added to upper pictures to indicate the esc,
the eno and the BF. The values for CF and T·number are also indicated. This hurricane moved ashore near Mazatlan, Mexico, on
the evening of 24 October. Thirty tllousand people were made homeless (Baum, 1976)
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development normally appears as a bright, sharply-defmed comma configuration, indicating strong vertical motions

(both upward in the sharply defined comma, and downward in the surrounding areas of little cloudiness). The
central features are composed of either deep-layer convective elements or a dense, solid overcast with some cirrus.
The comma and the peripheral clouds, equatorwards and ahead of the cyclone, appear strongly convective. The
cirrus clouds are spread outwards from the central features in three or more quadrants. This outflow may be shown

either by clouds with fuzzy edges or by cirrus bands spreading outwards from the central features. The possibility
of rapid development should be considered whenever all these characteristics are clearly indicated. (Note that signs
of both the intensity and the current change in intensity are often weaker than normal in the early morning.) A
slowly develop~g or steady-state cyclone will show a lack of one of the characteristics mentioned above, or will
show a weakness in several of them. A weakening cyclone will display little evidence of any of them. Large shortperiod «24 hours) changes in the CF or BF parameters, when observed, may be used as corroborative indicators
offuture intensity. (Otherwise, the measurements of CF and BF are used only to classify the cyclone and to estimate
its current intensity.) Small short-period changes in CF or BF are often significant; they may reflect temporary

Figure 15 - Three examples of tropical cyclones encountering environments that tend to cause cyclone decay: (a) (top row) westward-moving cyclone encountering land, (b) westward-moving cyclone encountering a large area of stratocumulus, (e) westwardmoving cyclone encountering strong unidirectional flow aloft. Each case shows a three-day sequence of once-a-day pictures, taken
between 1500 and 1800 GMT. Pictures are in chronological order from left to right
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fluctuations. The rapidly developing or weakening cyclone, however, will exhibit large, short-period changes which
override such effects. A cyclone's cloud features are also ob served to change as the environment changes. Growth

may be adversely affected, either for a short period or permanently, when the cyclonic circulation becomes involved
with any of several environmental conditions. Four of these are: land, stratocumulus, increasing unidirectional flow
aloft, and the apparent obstruction of the flow (or suppression of convective clouds) in advance of the cyclone.
Increasing unidirectional flow aloft is revealed by an increase in cirrus streamers aCross the cloud system. (Presumably,
this is positively correlated with increased vertical wind shear and a weakened warm core.) Apparent obstruction

of the flow in advance of the cyclone is indicated when the cloud system becomes elongated perpendicular to the
cyclone's direction of motion. The convective clouds ahead of the cyclone usually diminish when this occurs. The
analyst uses signs ofincreasinginvolvement of the CF with these influences to forecast a 24-hour interruption of slowing of development (see Annex I). Conversely, when such involvement decreases, he may predict renewed development.
Figure 15 (a, b and c) presents examples of the environmental influences of land, stratocumulus and increasing unidirectional flow, respectively, upon three particular cyclones. A three-day picture sequence is shown for each
cyclone. In all three cases, the tropical cyclones are moving westwards, and the observed trends towards cyclone
decay are permanent. In ISa (top row), a cyclone moves inland from the Gulf of Mexico. In ISh, an eastern North
Pacific hurricane encounters a large area of stratocumulus (presumably indicating the presence of increased low-level

atmospheric stability and a cooler ocean surface). The cyclone weakens markedly during the 48-hour period shown.
In 1Sc, a minimal hurricane approaching the Caribbean Sea also weakens after encountering strong upper-level

flow from the west-south-west (indicated by long cirrus streamers on 29 September). Of course, a complete knowledge of circulation dynamics is not available for these cyclones, and it is entirely possible that other factors had
some influence on their weakening. However, it is reasonable to believe that the factors mentioned were quite
influential. These three particular environmental influences are among those that can sometimes be easily observed
in satellite pictures. A fourth environmental influence, the apparent obstruction of the flow in advance of the cyclone,

is shown in two pictures of a western North Atlantic cyclone on successive days (Figure 16). On the second day

25 J~~,Y~
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Figure 16 - A tropical cyclone encountering an apparent obstruction of the flow (suppression of convective clouds) in advance of
its north-westward-moving centre. The pictures were taken at 1500 GMT, 24 July, and 1600 GMT, 25 July 1975, from the satellite
SM8-1
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pictured, the convective clouds in advance of the cyclonic circulation (north and north-west of the centre) are much
diminished from the previous day, and the storm appears to be slightly weaker. In this case, the weakening trend
was temporary. The cyclone subsequently fe-intensified and attained hurricane strength. In operational practice,
indications (from satellite pictures) of significant present changes in cyclone intensity are recorded by the use of
PLUS for increasing intensity and MINUS for decreasing intensity. Either the cyclone itself, or its environment,
may indicate such changes. No designator is used if the indications of present change are judged to be not significantly different from the observed past change.

5.2.3 Initial tropical cyclone development
The earliest signs of tropical cyclone development that have predictive value often appear in typical disturbances about 36 hours before the disturbance develops to tropical storm intensity. Development is first revealed
by curved cloud lines (indicating the existence of low-level cyclonic vorticity) associated with pre-existing deeplayer convective clouds or dense overcast. The deep-layer convective clouds or dense overcast must have persisted
for i2 hours or more. The cloud system (curved cloud lines plus deep-layer convection) is normally;;' 4° latitude
in diameter, including an area of convective overcast or cumulonimbus of # 3° in extent.* The cloud lines may be
either lines of cumulonimbus or lines of small low clouds. The essential feature is that the curved cloud lines be
associated with the nearby presence of sigmficant and persistent deep-layer convection. When lines of cumulonimbus are observed, they will appear to merge towards, or curve around, a central area < 2.5° in diameter. (The
area is that common to all circles fitted to the curved cloud lines.) When the clond lines are composed of small low
clouds that clearly defme a centre (CSC), the centre must be less than 1.5° oflatitude away from a dense overcast
cloud mass. In both of these types of early development, the CSC is clearly defmed in one small area and is also
associated with deep-layer convective cloudiness. Indications of current intensification should also be in evidence
to support belief that development will continue over the succeeding 24-hour period. These clues, described in
paragraph 5.2.2, are especially important during the earlier stages of development. Most significant are the presence
of deep-layer convective clouds near the system centre and the absence of strong unidirectional flow across the
central features at the cirrus level. In addition, clouds near the cyclone and ahead of it should appear convective.
The pattern of the disturbance on the day it first shows significant signs of development may appear stronger than
would be indicated by the MWS or the MSLP. Rapidly forming initial cloud patterns may, at times, reflect increasing cyclonic circulation at low or middle cloud levels rather than at the surface. The increase in surface circulation
then occurs a few hours later. For this reason, the rules prescribe an estimate no greater than Tl.5 on the first day
of development.

5.2.4 Common tropical cyclone patterns
Types of tropical cyclone patterns .cOlurnonly observed in satellite pictures are illustrated by the sketches
in Figure 9, and by a photographic example of each pattern in Figure 10. Initial development is shown in the first
column on the left (Tl), with increasing intensities to the right. The typical pattern is expected to change by one
T-number (one column) during a 24-hour period. The cloud patterns observed in stages Tl and T2 usually show
deep-layer convective elements in lines clustered together in one or two wide bands. When two bands are observed,
they appear to interlock at the centre, as depicted in row (c) of Figure 9. When only one wide band is visible, it
usually has organized lines of small cumulus elements within its broad curvature, as shown in rows (a), (d) and
(e). Rows (a), (c) and (e) show patterns in which the CSC is defined by central band curvature which tightens or
coils around the centre as intensity increases. Rows (b) and (d) show Cna-type development, with the
generally
becoming larger and more regular in shape at higher T-numbers. Figure 9 also lliustrates the complementary roles of
the CF and theBFthroughout the development process. The CF term dominates the initial stages in rows (a) and (b),
while the BF term contributes significantly in rows (c) and (d). The satellite pictures in Figure 10 were chosen to

cna

* The lower limit of3° applies to the first day of apparent development. On subsequent days, as the cyclone becomes better organized,
0

the area of convective overcast or cumulonimbus may sometimes become slightly smaller than 3 in extent.
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represent best the idealized T-number cloud patterns; Le., a row does not necessarily represent only one cyclone.
Picture sequences for individual cyclones are presented in Annex IV wherein each sequence shows a different cyclone
on several successive days of the particular cyclone.

5.2.5

The superstarm

Superstorm patterns (T7 and T8, not shown in Figure 9) are shnllar to the T6 patterns but exhibit larger
CF or BF quantities. A superstorm often has a very distinct eye centred in a round smooth CDO, or it has a CDO
surrounded by a wide, smooth BF. Other indications sometimes observed are an eye wall within a wider wall, or an
outer cloud band outside of the usual band. Note that the curves in Figure 8 indicate that superstorm intensities
(greater than T6) occur either in tropical cyclones undergoing continuous rapid development, or occur in cyclones
moving in a westerly direction during the later stages of typical development. Figure 17 shows a good view of a

Figure 17 - Typhoon Elsie in the western North Pacific on 24 September 1969, 0511 GMT. The estimatedMWS at picture time was
145 kt (75 ill S-I). Reconnaissance aircraft had penetrated the typhoon eye two hours earlier. An extremely low value of MSLP
(890 mb, or 89 kPa) was recorded by dropsonde
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superstonn (category 17). The picture is from an earlier polar-orbiting satellite which happened to be favourably
positioned almost directly above the storm. Cloud features of the cyclone are clearly defined. The eye is very distinct,
and the CDa is smooth and nearly circular.
5.3

Intensity change curves of the model

The intensity change curves (Figure 8) were derived empiricaHy. DaHy changes in satellite-derived classifications of cyclones were compared with each other and with MWS or MSLP estimates obtained from official stann
histories and aircraft reconnaissance data. Because the reconnaissance data largely exist only for the named storms,
the curves in Figure 8 tend to represent only the mOTe intense cyclones - those that develop to storm or hurricane

strength. The curves, which are plots of T-number versus time, depict tropical cyclone development and weakening
as occurring at three different rates. The typical daily change in a tropical cyclone is about 1.0 per day. Rapid and
slow changes are 1.5 and 0.5 per day, respectively. In the North Atlantic and western North Pacific, the typical
change of T-numbers has been observed about 70 per cent of the time for those cyclones that develop to stann or
hurricane intensity. The rapid and slow rates occur approximately 10 and 20 per cent of the time, respectively, in
the North Atlantic. Those percentages are reversed in the north-west Pacific. Some weaker disturbances show enough

initial development to become classified but neverattain storm intensity (roughly ~ T 2.5). Of these weaker cyclones,
a much larger proportion foHow the siow rate of growth and decay. They do not achieve the levels of maximum
development indicated by Figure 8. The guidance shown in this figure applies only to cyclones in more or less
homogeneous environments. When either the cloud features of the cyclone or its projected path indicate a changing
environment, the expectation implied by Figure 8 must be modified.
In the discussion thus far, the T-number classification of a cyclone has been considered to be a measure of
the intensity of the cyclone. That is not completely the case. Because there are some small but systematic differences in the phase relation between cloud pattern (T-number) changes and wind-field (M'WS) changes, the T-number
classification does not always translate directly into intensity, in terms ofMWS. Consequently, in this technique, it

has been necessary to define a parameter that does reiate directiy to the MWS. Such a parameter is the CI (current
intensity) number. The CI number may, and sometimes does, differ from the T-number to account for certain
factors not directiy inferred from cloud features. Two such factors are the observed delay in the reduction of the
MWS after the cloud features have indicated weakening, and the occasional cresting of the MWS between satellite
observations. Both T-number and CI number are indicated in Figure 8. In the case of developing cyclones, the
two numbers have the same vaiue. For weakening cyclones (and for some of apparently steady state), the CI
number is slightiy iarger. Table IV shows the empirical relation between CI numbers and maximum wind speeds. *
The relation is best established for North Atlantic storms. For the western North Pacific, recent unpublished
evidence suggests that the MWS values should be slightiy lower than Table IV indicates. A similar finding for Bay
of Bengal cyclones is given by Mishra and Raj (1975). By implication, the foilowing table also shows an empirical
relation between the CI number and the minimum sea-level pressure (MSLP) of the cyclone. This, of course, is
because there is a large negative correlation between the MWS and the MSLP. However, the implied relation of CI
to MSLP is not firmiy established. Cyclones of the western North Pacific tend to have lower values of MSLP than
those of the North Atlantic of the same category. The average difference is approximately 6 mb (0.6 kPa). Also,
recent evidence from the North Atiantic indicates that for weakening cyclones the rise in MSLP tends to lag behind
the decline in MWS.
5.4

The classification procedure

The intensity analysis and classification has three stages. The first stage requires a qualitative judgement of
the change in cloud features since the previous day. To make this judgement, the CF, BF and vertical depth para-

* See paragraph 6.1

for evaluation.
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TABLE IV
The empirical relation between the current intensity (el) number and the maximum wind speed (MWS)
The relation between cloud features and the isotach pattern is described by Dvorak (1973)

MWS

Clnumber
(kt)
I

1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8

25
25
30
35
45
55
65
77

90
102
115
127
140
155
170

(m s-')

I3
I3

15
18
23
28
34
40
46
52
59
65
72

80
87

meters are examined separately to determine the recent trend of intensity change (Figure II not used here). The
analyst then decides the overall trend in terms of three mutually exclusive categories: Developing (D), Steady (S),
or Weakening (W). This judgment, together with the T-number for the previous day and the model curve, provides
a preliminary estimate, or "first guess", of the present T-nnmber.
In the second stage of analysis, the analyst compares the overall cloud pattern of the cyclone with the
generalized patterns in Figure 9. He decides whether the pattern fits best in the column determined by the model
estimate or in an adjacent column which may indicate a higher or lower intensity. The T-number is adjusted when
cloud features displaying unusual size or depth are observed. If the cloud system is unusually large or small, the
T-number is increased or decreased, respectively, by 1.0.
In the third stage of analysis, a quantified classification is made of those cloud features studied qualitatively

in the first stage of analysis. This is accomplished by use of the flow diagram iu Figure II.
Each of the three stages just described yields an estimate of the T-number. Usually, those estimates either
agree, or they differ from each other by only small amounts. If differences occur, the analyst reconciles them,
using subjective judgement together with guidance from the model. The result is the final T-number. Generally, the
final T-number differs from that inferred from the model by no more than 0.5. A maximum adjustment of 1.0
occasionally may be necessary when the model curve was chosen incorrectly or when the environment of the cyclone
has changed radically. The estimate of cyclone intensity (el) is then based on the final T-number (plus those less
influential factors, mentioned in paragraph 5.3, that are not directly related to cloud features). Rules for determining the CI number are given in Annex I. Once the intensity estimate has been made, the previous satellite pictures
of the cyclone are re-examined in the light of the new data. A smoothed curve of all data is then compared with the
rapid, typical and slow curves of the model to determine which is most likely to represent the future of the cyclone
The analysis is accomplished most easily and reliably by comparing pairs of pictures taken by the same satellite
system at 24-hour intervals. This avoids problems resulting from the differing response characteristics of different
satellite sensors. It also avoids problems resulting from diurnal variations in clouds or viewing conditions. The
capability of geostationary satellites to provide frequent images makes. cyclone classification feasible at intervals of
12 or even 6 hours, rather than 24 hours. When such shorter time periods are used, the analyst should also be guided
strongly by the picture of24 hours earlier.
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The forecast procedure

The forecast intensity (FI) is derived from the current intensity and indications of past and present trends.
If there are no significant signs of present cyclone intensification or weakening (i.e., if PLUS or MINUS are not
used), the forecast intensity is essentially obtained through persistence. The model expectation from Figure 8,
as influenced by the past trend, D, S, or W, is followed. In operational practice, this situation is by far the most

common, occurring in approximately 80 to 90 per cent of all cases. A determination of PLUS or MINUS alters the
persistence trend by a.5 (or, in pronounced cases, by 1.0), enabling the analyst to account for forecasts of rapid and
slow changes that may deviate from the past trend. The simple modelled forecast implied by the curves in Figure 8
must also be altered when the cyclone is entering or leaving a changed environment - one that is expected to affect

the cyclone significantly. In such situations, the designators PLUS or MINUS are again used in order that the FI
may account for the anticipated changes. Rules for determining the FI are given in Annex I.

5.6

The use of animated cloud sequences
The preparation of an animated cloud sequence requires:

(a)

A series of geostationary satellite cloud pictures at half-hour or one-hour intervals;

(b)

Proper registration of each picture;

(c)

Photographic transfer of the series to a film strip for motion picture projection.

Usually, the photographed series is repeated two or three times on the fIlm strip, which is then spliced to form an
endless loop. In this way, visual projection of the animated series can be automatically repeated, as long as desired.
The use of movie loops began with the first geostationary satellites, ATS-I and ATS-3. It continues in more exten-

sive form with the satellite picture data from SMS-2 and GOES 1. The typical time period of individual sequences
is 8 to 12 hours. Twenty-fouI-hour IR sequences are sometimes prepared in order to help assess diurnal changes.
Although many operlltional uses involve large-scale views and cloud features unrelated to specific tropical cyclones,

there is also information obtainable from the motion pictures which is often helpful in the tropical cyclone analysis
problem. Such information is of three kinds:

(aj
(b)

Qualitative information from I<areas of suspicion" within the tropics and subtropics;

Qualltative impressions of short-period trends in existing cyclones and classified disturbances, and of trends
in their immediate environments;

(c)

.

Quantitative measurements of high-cloud and low-cloud vectors.

Qualitative information from the "areas of suspicion" (group a) consists largely of signs of possible cyclonic
development from areas or cloud clusters as yet unclassified. Some of these signs are:

(I)

Cyclonic rotation of low or middle cloud within the Intertropical Convergence Zone;

(ti)

Cirrus outflow (particularly with anticyclonic curvature) from a subtropical or tropical cloud system
outside of the Intertropical Convergence Zone;

(iii)

Indications of small vertical shear over a forming or pre-existing tropical cloud cluster. (Conversely,
increasing vertical shear is a sign of probable non-development.);

(iv)

Low clouds in the tropics moving from west to east, or moving meridionally towards higher latitudes.

Group b (short-period trends within classified cyclones and disturbances) includes:

esc or the eye;

(i)

Direction of motion of the

(ii)

A qualitative impression of cyclonic or anticyclonic cloud motions;
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Indications of nearby circulations, such as upper-tropospheric cold-core cyclones;
Increase or decrease of deep-layer convection.

Such infonnation may be used to help assess the current changes in cyclone intensity. This assessment should be
done cautiously because the apparent diurnal oscillation must be taken into account.

Group c (measurements of high-cloud and low-cloud vectors) can yield information about the winds at
cloud levels and also about quantities such as divergence and vorticity that are derived from the winds. The relation
between vector displacements and the actual wind at cloud altitudes is known to be imperfect, but it is quite useful.
Hubert and Whitney (1971) discuss the sources of error in wind estimates from geostationary satellite pictures.
Young et al. (1972) give operational procedures for obtaining such wind estimates. (The procedures were those in
effect during the time of the earlier geostationary satellites, ATS-I and ATS-3.) Erickson (1974) calculated the
divergence, vorticity, and other wind-derived parameters over a number of tropical cyclones and disturbances. His

work applied polynomial-fitting techniques to the fields of high-cloud vectors obtained from the ATS-3 sateliite
data. Some relations between certain calculated parameters and cyclone intensity were discovered to he statistically
significant. However, the scatter of individual results was quite large. Similar studies are continuing, using the better-

quality SMS/GOES data. Numerical calculations of divergence, vorticity and vertical shear at high levels over tropical
cyclones may become useful as a diagnostic supplement to existing techniques.
It has recently become possible to produce animated cloud sequences on a closed-circuit television screen,

Satellite picture sequences for a flXed, pre-selected area can be displayed to the forecaster and updated with the
latest picture as soon as it is received. The procedure eliminates the need for photographic processing and transfer

of the images to film. Future prospects are uncertain. Probably, television (or cathode-ray tube displays) will partially
replace movie loops for viewing animated cloud sequences.

5.7

The use of infra-red data
The availabIlity of infra-red imagery during the night, when no visible pictures can be obtained, has generated

great incentive to use these IR data. Consequently, they are now increasingly used, even though knowledge is incomplete. The chief features of the tropical cyclone analysis technique using IR imagery are the same as for visible
pictures. The basic concepts - the cyclone model, the past change and the T-number classification system - are all
retained. There are, however, some differences in details and i~ picture interpretation. These arise largely from the

basic differences in the natures of IR and visible pictures (discussed briefly in paragraph 3.5). Some problems associated with infra-red picture interpretation are:

(aj

The psychological problem. When using IR images, the analyst is required to interpret temperature differences (and, by inference, elevation differences) by means of the same human sense - sight - that he employs
to interpret the reflectivity differences on visible pictures. Initially, this process is difficult for many people.
The problem is perhaps most likely to occur with an analyst who has considerable experience and confidence
in his interpretation of visible images, but possesses little or no experience with the IR pictures. The tendency

is to apply the knowledge of visible imagery directly to the IR without consideration of any differences.
Experience is the best teacher. Probably the best experience is for the analyst to have available, in the daytime and on a routine basis, the simultaneous visible and IR views of the tropical disturbance. In this way,
the interpretation of the night-time IR pictures may be made easier.* Until sufficient infra-red experience

is acquired, the analyst should keep reminding himself of the basic nature of the data before him and the
fact that the IR view emphasIzes the colder or higher clouds. As an aid, three general situations may be kept
in mind:

* As of 1976, personnel of the Analysis Branch of the U.S. National Environmental Satellite Service make systematic three-way
comparisons between the simultaneous day-time visible and IR pictures and the night-time IR picture taken 12 hours earlier or
later. Also, comparisons between the latest IR image and the one 24 hours earlier are made routinely, at intervals of approxnnately
six hours, to assess possible trends in the development or weakening of the tropical disturbance (see Annex I).
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(i)

A tropical cyclone possessing little or no tltin cirrus outside of the dense CF and BF looks about the
same in both IR and visible pictures;

(li)

A tropical cyclone possessing a shield or bands of tltin or moderately tltin cirrus overlying areas of
mainly low-level clouds or no lower clouds will appear to be more intense in the IR than in the visible
view;

(iii)

A tropical cyclone possessing a well-developed spiral organization of low-level cumuliform clouds
(well-defmed CSC) with little or no cirrus above will appear to be less intense in the IR than in the
visible view.

(b)

The location problem. Night-time IR pictures tend to have larger gridding errors than either the visible or
the day-time IR. Additionally, in the case of many weak or moderate systems, the low-level cloud lines
which often define the CSC are not clearly visible in IR views. Both factors are unfavourable influences on
CSC accuracy. Fortunately, intense tropical cyclones usually show a well-defined CSC (often an eye) in IR
as well as visible images. Location uncertainty in such cases is due solely to gridding error.

(c)

Diumal van'ation. The apparent increase in cirrus during the day and decrease during the night were discussed

in paragraph 3.6. This phenomenon is re-emphasized here because the analysis of night-thue lR pictures
usually occurs not alone but as a supplement to the analysis of the day-time pictures (IR and visible). The
diurnal effect is small, but if disregarded could result in a false interpretation of growth or decay.
(d.)

Rapid. tempo~ary expansions ("bursts") of d.ense cirrus. Rapid but temporary six- to twelve-hour expansions
of the

high~level

dense cirrus have been seen in several slowly developing cyclones ill the _eastern North

Pacific. This, of course, is more noticeable in IR than in visible pictures. Presumably, such rapid cirrus
_expansion occurs as a result of local intense cumulonimbus development. It does not appear to represe1?t
a correspondingly rapid development of the cyclone. At this time, little experience with this phenomenon
has been obtained. The rapid cirrus increase, or burst, is best observed in the movie loops or in a series of
IR images separated by short time intervals of one or two hours.
Figure 18 is a sequence of four IR pictures showing the occurrence of the phenomenon for a particular
eastern Pacific cyclone. A four- to five-hour interval between pictures was chosen so that both cirrus develop-

ment and ·decay could be included. In the first picture (0215 GMT), a small circular area of bright (cold)
cloud appears near the cyclone centre. This bright cloud was just beginning on the previous picture (not·
shown) and was not visible on earlier images. Its formation and growth indicate local intense cumulonimbus

development. By 0615 GMT, the area of dense cirrus has expanded greatly. By 1015 GMT the expansion has
ceased, but the area of dense cirrus remains much as it was four- hours earlier. Iil the final picture, at 1515

GMT, the dense cirrus has largely disappeared. During the time of this sequence, the MWS of the cyclone
is believed to have remained approximately constant at 75 kt (39 m S-I).

(e)

Changing cyclone environment. Changes in the upper-level environment may alter the amount and organization of the cirrus clouds over a disturbance and thus change its apparent intensity in the IR data. The environ-

mental changes may persist and may significantly affect the intensity of the disturbance; or they may be
temporary, having little effect. An example, sometimes seen in the North Atlantic, is that of a weak disturbance moving westwards towards an upper-tropospheric cold low or cold trough. As the disturbance moves
beneath the eastern portions of the upper-level circulation, the amount of cirrus cloud may increase dramatically. However, if the disturbance continues westwards beneath the upper-level cyclone, the cirrus

increase is likely to be quite temporary and may be followed by a decrease. Frank (1969) has described such
cases. Another example occasionally observed is that of a moderate or well-developed cyclone, usually polewards of 20°, whose upper-level environment is apparently affected by oscillations in the higher-latitude
westerlies. Such oscillations can either increase or decrease the amount of cirrus over the cyclone. These

changes are not well understood. They may be related to the sign and amount of the high-level vertical
motion associated with the fields of horizontal divergence and vorticity advection. Both of these examples,
and others, also produce changes in the visible pictures. However, the changes in IR pictures are more striking because of the emphasis on the cirrus.
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Figure 18 - A sequence of four IR images from the SMS-2 satellite showing rapid cirrus generation and decay near the centre of an
eastern Pacific tropical cyclone. Pictures were taken on 21 August 1975, at 0215, 0615, 1015 and 1515 GMT

The IR picture data offer one distinct advantage over the visible pictures in that cloud-top temperatures
(and hence, altitudes) can be obtained. In a crude and imperfect sense, cyclones with a concentration of very cold
(high-altitude) clouds near the esc tend to be more intense than cyclones with lesser concentrations. The relation
is not yet well established, but it appears useful. Gentry et aZ. (I976) have related the IR temperature distributions
over tropical cyclones to cyclone intensities. In a limited study for the year 1969, using the 10- to ll-micrometer
data from the NIMBUS-3 satellite, they found that North Atlantic hurricanes had colder cloud tops than weaker
cyclones at radii of" 4° latitude from the centre (see Figure 19). However, at larger radii (6° to 10° latitude from
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Figure 19 - Mean cloud-top temperature differences between hurricanes and less intense tropical cyclones (from
Gentry et al., 1976). The ordinate (dT) is the mean equivalent blackbody temperature [or 16 Atlantic hurricanes
in 1969 minus that quantity for 171es8 intense tropical cyclones

the centre)j the relation was reversed. Presumably, this finding reflects the more vigorous vertical circulation of
intense cyclones - greater upward motion in the core and more subsidence in the environment. Gentry et al. have

also evidence that developing stonns tend to have higher cloud tops than weakening storms of the same intensity,
with the coldest (highest) clouds tending to occur 12 to 36 hours before maximum intensity is attained_ This work
has not yet been published, and study is continuing. The findings of Gentry et al. are supported by the earlier work
of Wada (1969). In a study of Japanese typhoons, using conventional data and theoretical argument, she related a
lowering of the height of convective tops to typhoon decay.
Because IR images represent cloud-top temperatures, digitized IR pictures can be "contoured" using visual
enhancement techniques. Such techniques can isolate the coldest clouds, or clouds of any specified temperature

interval, within a cyeione. Speeified intervals may be depiCted either in unifonn shades of grey or in linear tone
shading. Many contours within a picture can be confusing however. Experiments with IR enhancement are continuing.

Figure 20 is an aid to IR classification of tropical cyeiones. It presents IR cyclone pictures and schematics
corresponding to T-nurnbers I to 6. The figure is analogous to Figures 9 and 10 for visibie pictures. The second row
of each of the three parts, a, band c, shows the IR view at four levels of visual enhancement, corresponding to four
different temperature intervals. In the order of increasing temperature, these are:
• Innermost (white) area

< _68°C

• Black

_64° to _68°C

• Light grey

_59° to _63°C

• Dark grey

_44° to _58°C

Clouds and cloud-free areas warmer than _44°C are not enhanced and are depicted in the usual manner, ranging
from black (> + 30°C), through grey, to white (_43°C). Figure 20 is again mentioned in Part B of Annex I (Summary and outline of the rules). Part B, for IR imagery, represents an experimental modification to the cyeione-classification technique. This modification is presently being tested over the North Atlantic and eastern North Pacific
regions.

Figure 20 - Common tropical cyclone patterns in IR pictures and their corresponding T-numbers (from Dvorak, 1976). Each column of each diagram (a, b and c) contains four different
portrayals of a cyclone. From top to bottom, these are: (1) the IR image, (2) the enhanced IR image (see text), (3) pattern outline, (4) schematics of most important convective features
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CHAPTER 6

ACCURACY OF THE TECHNIQUE

6.1

Accuracy of intensity estimates
The basic question of technique accuracy and reliability was discussed briefly in Chapter 1. With regard

to intensity estimates, two specific questions can now be asked:
(a)

How consistent is the technique?

(b)

How accurate is the CI!MWS relation in Table IV (Paragraph 5.3)?

Sheets and Grieman (1975) have provided the best answers to date. They tested three groups of skilled analysts,
each making many classifications of North Atlantic and North Pacific cyclones, using pictures from polar-orbiting
and the earlier geostationary (ATS-3) satellites. In summary, with respect to (a), 72 to 91 per cent of tl,e CI classifications deviated from the "best satellite classification" by no more than one category (± 0_5), and 92 to 100 per
cent deviated by no more than two categories (± 1.0). With respect to (b), 63 to 73 per cent of the a classifications
deviated from "ground truth" by no more than one category) and 85 to 92 per cent deviated by no more than two
categories. A nearly equivalent statement for (b) is that the standard deviation of the errors is 0_5 (on the CI scale).
In Figure 8, the shaded area surrounding the typical curve represents this deviation. On the basis of the tests, therefore, the classification system seems to work quite well. Skilled analysts usually obtain consistent results. Accuracy
in estimating MWS through the relation in Table IV is more difficult to assess because absolute truth is unattainable.
Also, some MWS values in Table IV were slightly different at the time of testing. However, it is believed that the
official stonn histories used as ground truth provided good estimates of MWS. A conservative overall statement of
intensity accuracy, allowing for some uncertainty and additional error, is that the average error in CI is very nearly

0.5 (one category)_ Through Table IV, this translates into an estimated average error in MWS of 4 to 8 m S-l, or
8 to IS kt. Approximately 90 per cent of classifications are correct within two categories (± 1.0); approximately
10 per cent have larger errors.

6.2

Accuracy of position estimates

With regard to position accuracy, the basic question is: How closely does the analysed position of ilie CSC
on a satellite picture correspond to the location of the centre of cyclonic circulation on the Earth 1. Three sources
of error may be identified:

(a)

Gridding error;

(b)

CSClocation error (analysis error);

(c)

Real differences between the correct CSClocation and that of the cyclone centre_

Gridding error (a) was discussed in paragraph 33. Currently, the average gridding error for the two-kilometre
resolution visible pictures from GOES-I is believed to be less than ten kilometres. Day-time IR and full-disk visible
0
0
pictures have slightly larger average errors, probably in the range of 1/4 to 1/2 of latitude (28 to 55 km)_ Nighttime IR images may have still larger gridding errors, due to indistinct landmarks. With reference to (b) and (c), the
magnitudes of the errors from both those sources tend to vary inversely with storm intensity. In an intense cyclone,
the CSC, the MSLP and the centre of circulation all tend to be well defined and coincident, and any discrepancies
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are usually small. This is forIunate for the forecaster. Location uncertainty in such cases is largely limited to gridding
error. However, in weak cyclones and disturbances, both the ese and the circulation centre are often poorly defined,
0
0
and the combined discrepancy due to (b) and (c) may be 1 to 2 oflatitude or more.
Sheets and Grieman (1975) tested position accuracy using the same visible pictures as for the intensity tests.
With regard to error source (b), they recorded the deviations from the "best satellites positions". This is a measure
of internal consistency among analysts. Average deviations were 19 to 24 km for intense storms (MWS;;' 100 kt),
ranging upward to 46 to 67 km for weak cyclones (MWS < 50 kt). As with the intensity estimates, overall error in
cyclone position is difficult to assess because of lack of absolute ground truth. Sheets and Grieman state that the
probable upper bound of mean positioning errors from all sources is 93 to III km. It should be remembered that
this conclusion came from tests with earlier satellite pictures where both grid ding accuracy and picture resolution
were inferior to that now obtainable.* Currently, overall average positioning errors on visible pictures probably lie
in the range of one-half to three-quarters of the above values, or approximately 50 to 80 km. Average errors are
smaller for intense cyclones and greater for weak disturbances.

6.3

Comments on cyclone motion

Simple extrapolation of cyclone motion, based on observed past and present location of the

ese, is often

a useful forecast tool. However. other methods for forecasting the direction of cyclone movement based on satellite

pictures also exist (Lajoie and Nicholls, 1974; Fett and Brand, 1975). Although these may offer hope for the future,
they are not presented in detail in this Technical Note because they have not yet been widely tested. Lajoie and
Nicholls (1974) found that tropical cyclones in the Australian region do not move or continue to move towards
any direction within the cumulonimbus·free sector of the cyclone. For western North Pacific storms. Fett and Brand
(I975) found that the sense of rotation of major cloud features between successive 24-hour satellite pictures approximates the sense and value of the future deflection of the storm track. The average directional forecast from this
technique improved both persistence and the operational forecasts of direction, although individual cases showed
both spectacular successes and spectacular failures. Overall, it seems that directional forecasts from satellite pictures

may be most helpful when used together with other available indicators.

* An earlier evaluation by Sikka (1971), for cyclones in the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal, showed average vector errors of 104 km
for tropical stOTInS and hurricanes and 150 km for depressions. The differences were between the "best track" position of the India
Meteorological Department and the esc position as analysed in Washington, D.C., from polar-orbiting satellite pictures received
there. Again, errors from geostationary satellite pictures should probably be smaller.

ANNEX I

SUMMARY AND OUTLINE OF THE RULES

The technique is a systematic procedure for estimating tropical cyclone intensities using imagery from
meteorological satellites. Two sets of cloud characteristics are analysed with guidance from a model of time changes

of tropical cyclone intensity derived empirically from satellite data. One set of characteristics is used to estimate
current cyclone intensity. This set of characteristics is essentially reduced to two parameters. These are:
(a)

The central features which define the cloud system centre and its relation to dense overcast clouds ~

(b)

The outer banding features which curve around the central features.

The vertical depth of the clouds comprising these features is an influence on their numerical values. Intensity is
related to the sum of the two parameters, modified by guidance from the model. The second set of cloud features
is then analysed to determine if an extrapolation along the cyclone's particular modelled curve should be used for
the 24-hour intensity forecast. These features are related to intensification or weakening processes believed to exist

withiu the cyclone at the time of the latest satellite picture. They are also related to environmental changes which
may affect the cyclone during the forecast period. The procedures and rules of the technique are given below. The
procedures are those which are presently being used at forecast offices responsible for portions of the tropical North
Atlantic or North Pacific oceans. In general, tropical storm forecasters place most reliance on the technique for
estimating current storm intensity and the recent trend in that intensity. The forecast intensity, based on this
satellite picture technique, is one prediction indicator among others that may be available.

Part A - Procedures and rules for using visible satellite pictures

The analyst normally follows these rules in the sequence as listed.

(1)

Locate the cloud system centre (CSC). Fit circles to the inside edge of the curved lines and bands. Fit a

circle to the curve of the comma band first. The

esc is the centre of the area common to all circles.

(2)

Recognize initial development.

(a)

Look for incipient indications of a CSC and its association with deep-layer convection (see paragraph 5.2.3);

(b)

Regard all unclassified cloud clusters (those having deep-layer convection but no CSC) as TO;

(c)

Tend to begin each development at the T 1 stage on the typical curve in Figure 8 (Chapter 5), making certain
that initial development was not overlooked on the previous day. TO.5 may be used for minimal development. T 1.5 may be used when a pattern showing characteristics ~ T2 is clearly indicated. (Prematurely
developed patterns do sometimes occur at this early stage.)

(3)
Determine the past change in intensity of the disturbance. Compare yesterday's picture with today's, main-.
taining as close to a 24-hour interval as possible. Examine changes in the size, shape and vertical depth of the CF
and BF between the two pictures. Make a qualitative assessment of the overall changes and answer the following .
question: Has the cyclone developed (D), weakened (W), or remained the same (S) since the previous observation?
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Guidelines:

(a)

Maintain the trend of the previous day when it is supported by a change in either the CF or BF and there is
no significant disagreement with the overall cloud pattern;

(b)

In the case of a very weak or a very intense developing cyclone, the CF and BF parameters may be almost
the same from one day to the next. In such cases) exercise caution in assuming that the development trend
has actually ceased. If there is an apparent increase in the vertical depth of the clouds, in the absence of
other significant changes, assume that development has continued;

(c)

Use an S in cases of conflicting evidence (except as noted under (d) below);

(d)

Reverse the trend (change a D to a W, or vice versa) only when the past change is significantly different
from that previously expected. (A significant difference is one opposite in sign to that previously expected,
and is one apparently large enough to cause a reversal in the trend of the subsequent T-number classification.)

(4)

Determine today's T-number. *

(a)

Obtain an estimated or "first-guess" T-number from model considerations. This "first-guess" is determined
by using the previous day's T-number, the appropriate model curve in Figure 8 (Chapter 5) and the recent
trend (D, S, or W) as determined under (3), above;

(b)

Using Figure 9 (Chapter 5), obtain the "pattern" T-number by noting the closest match to the cyclone's
current cloud pattern (making size adjustments, as appropriate) ~

(c)

Determine the quantitative T-number, using the measurements of CF and BF together with the flow diagram
in Figure 11 (Chapter 5);
Rules:

(i)

When the CF can be determined from both line curvature and CDO characteristics, use the higher
number;

(Ii)

The embedded distance of the eye is measured outwards from the centre of the eye to the nearest
outer edge of the CDO for small (diameter < 30 n mi) round eyes. For all others, measure outwards
from the inner wall of the eye;

(Iii) Always measure the CDO of a cyclone, even when it shows an eye. A CDO with indication of an eye
must give a CF quantity as large as, or larger than, the cno measurement alone would give.
(d)

Determine the final T-number by reconciling the estimates obtained from first-guess, pattern, and quantitative considerations. The final T-number is usually the first-guess T-number or a small (0.5) adjustment to it.
An adjustment is made when the pattern T-number or the quantitative T-number indicates such a need.
A maximum deviation of 1.0 from the first guess may be made when clearly indicated.
Rules:

(5)

(I)

When a Dar W is determined from (3) above, the fmal T-number ofa typical or of a rapidly-changing
cyclone must differ from yesterday's T-number by at least 0.5;

(Ii)

On the first day of development (no previous classification> 0), the T-number may not exceed 1.5.

Determine the current intensity (CI) number.
Rules:

(i)

For D changes, the CI is the same as the T-number;

* As an additional guide, Figure 1.1 presents the rules for determining the T-number in a decision~ladder fonnat. While experienced
analysts will have no need for s:uch a decision ladder, the device may be helpful to the beginner.
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(ii)

For S changes, the CI is the same as the T-number except when the cyclone appears to have crested
between two successive 24·hour observations. When this occurs, the CI number is 0.5 larger than the

T-number;
(iii)

For W changes, the CI will be either 0.5 or 1.0 larger than the T-number. The former figore applies
when the past 24-hoor decrease in T-number is 0.5. The latter applies when the decrease is more
than 0.5. The situation is the same if the T-number decrease has been observed over a shorter time
period of not less than 12 hoors.

(6)
Determine the cyclone's modelled curve. Plot all the satellite-derived intensity estimates for the cyclone and
then compare its smoothed curve with the curves in Figore 8 (Chapter 5). Characterize the cyclone as typical, rapid,
or slow. Change past estimates when theJatest estimates of CI or T-number indicate that past estimates were probably incorrect. Make the initial adjustment to the rapid or slow curves when observations over a period of several

hoors or more clearly indicate abnormal change. A change to the rapid curve should be expected for rapidly-changing
cloud patterns or for those cyclones -moving into an area which is climatologically favourable for rapid development

(see Figure 1.2). Watch for slow development or weakening in cold-water areas and in areas of strong upper-level
westerlies.

Rules for first day ofdevelopment (no previous classification> 0):

(1)
(ii)

If the T-number is 0.5, assume slow or no development;
If the T-number is 1.0 or 1.5, assume typical development.

(7)
Determine if any significant present (or anticipated) changes are occurring (or are expected to occur) within
the cyclone. Such changes, when determined, are characterized by the use of PLUS or MINUS. The changes are of
two kinds - described in groups (a) and (b) below:
(a)

Signs (within the cyclone) of significant current intensification or weakening which are inconsistent with the
observed past trend. Some examples (not a complete list):

(1)

A steady-state (S) or slowly developing (D) cyclone displays a very bright, sharply-defined comma
configuration, indicating a pattern of very strong vertical motions not previously observed (PL-US);

(i1)

The central features of a weakened disturbance show renewed and pronounced deep-layer convective
clouds or curved cumulonimbus lines (PLUS);

(iii)

A developing (D) or steady-state (S) cyclone shows a pronounced loss of cirrus outflow not previously
observed, even though the size and classification of the cyclone have not yet decreased (MINUS).

The key words in the above determination are that the current signs are "significant" and that they are "inconsistent" with the observed past trend. This requires a qualitative judgment, based on experience.

(b)

Significant environmental infiuences that are judged likely to affect the cyclone during the forecast period.
Such influences are areas of land, stratocumulus, much colder or much warmer water, strong upper-level

unidirectional flow, and the apparent obstruction of the flow (suppression of convective clouds) in advance
of the cyclone. As a general guideline, when a developing cyclone's outer bands are adjacent to any of
these features (much warmer water excepted) and the CF are expected to become involved, MINUS is used.
Conversely, when a weakened or steady-state cyclone is leaving one of those environments, PLUS is used.
Again, the judgment is partly subjective and is guided by experience.
Specific environmental situations in which MINUS may be determined:
(i)

The cyclone is on the verge of moving over land;'

* Important Note: The use of MINUS in this situation simply means that the analyst believes the presence of land will have a significant weakening influence on the cyclone before the time of the next satellite classification. It does not mean that the cyclone may
not continue to intensify during the next few or more hours before the land becomes a significant influence. To avoid confusion in
this situation, some cyclone classification messages that are operationally transmitted do not include MINUS unless the esc is
already moving inland at the time of the latest picture. In most such cases, that classification will be the final one for the particular
cyclone, since the picture analysis technique is not applicable to storms that have moved inland.
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(ii)

The cyclone has entered a region of stratocumulus (indicating ao increased degree of low-level static
stability), and the stratiform clouds are adjacent to the convective clouds of the cyclone;

(iii)

Recurvature is evident for a developing cyclone previously moving on a westward and poleward track
(particularly if the cyclone is expected to encounter colder water during or after recurvature);

(iv)

The disturbance is entering a region of strong flow aloft which is expected to blow the cirrus or middle
clouds unidirectionally across the disturbance centre;

(v)

The cyclone's cloud pattern begins to elongate perpendicularly across the cyclone track, with diminished convection in advance of the cyclone;

(vi)

A developing cyclone is near the expected maximum intensity. (Maximum intensity is normally expected
to occur approximately four days after the T 2 classification was observed. Individual and climatological
variations exist. (At times, the isolation of a circular cloud pattern, or the fact of recurvature, may be

the only indication that the cyclone may have reached maximum intensity.)
Specific environmental situations in which PLUS may be determined:

(i)

A weakened disturbaoce is moving away from the influence of a land mass (particularly if the disturbance is encountering very warm water);

(li)

A weakened disturbaoce shows a clearing of the stratocumulus clouds ahead of the BF and in advance
of the cyclone;

(iii) A weakened disturbance shows deep-layer convection in its CF after 24 hours of being within the
influence of upper-level unidirectional flow or ao apparent obstruction to the flow (even though the
cloud pattern has lost much of its cirrus caoopy).

(8)

Determine the forecast intensity (FI) number.

(a)

Use the past chaoge D, S, or W (as determined under (3), the current-intensity (as detennined under (5))
and the cyclone's modelled curve (as determined under (6)) to detennine the extrapolated intensity (HI).

(b)

Modify the HI on the basis of PLUS or MINUS considerations (as detennined under (7), and if any exist)
to obtain the Fl.

Rules:
(i)

If neither PLUS nor MINUS has been determined:
FI = HI (This is the usual situation.);

(ii)

If PLUS has been determined:
FI = HI + 0.5 (for past chaoge D or S);
FI = HI + 1.0 (for past change W);

(iii) If MINUS has been determined:
FI = HI - 0.5 (for past change W or S);
FI = HI - 1.0 (for past change D).
The classification procedure just described is illustrated in Figure 1.3 which shows a ten-day picture sequence
for a North Atlantic tropical cyclone. This sequence is of average difficulty - neither very easy nor very hard to classify. Explanation of the classification for each day is given beneath the picture for that day. The numbered items are
the same as in the text of this annex.

Part B - Modified procedures and rules proposed for the use of infra-red images (assumes IR images are available at
intervals of 3 to 12 hours)
The modified procedures and rules given below are those tentatively proposed for IR pictures of the tropical
North Atlantic and eastern North Pacific regions. We emphasize that these rules are preliminary. The procedures are
still evolving. Further testing and modifications are likely in the next few years.
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Recommended general guidelines:
(a)

Use IR together with visible pictures whenever possible; *

(b)

Keep in mind the problems associated with IR picture interpretation (paragraph 5.7);

(c)

Use enhanced IR imagery, if available;

(dj

If enhanced imagery is not available, outline the area of dense overcast;

(e)

Evaluate CF and BF qualitatively (not quantitatively).

Overall, the classification procedure for IR imagery is similar to that for visible pictures - the differences
from visible procedures are emphasized here. Numbered items follow the same sequence as in Part A.

(I)

Locate the CSC

(2)
Recognize initiai deveiopment. A disturbance may be initially classified on the basis of IR imagery only if
there are supporting indications from earlier visible pictures.
(3)
Determine the past change in intensity. Compare the latest IR picture with one taken 3 to 12 hours earlier.
Also, compare the latest picture with the one 24 hours earlier in order to account for diurnal effects. Evaluate qualitative changes in CF, BF and the vertical depth cjf the clouds. Make on overall assessment and answer the following
question: Has the cyclone developed (D), weakened (W), or remained the same (S) since the previous classification?
(a)

Signs of development (ignoring effects of < 3 hours duration):
(I)

Coldest clouds become more closely clustered about the CSC;

(ii)

The overcast pattern (Figure 20, 3rd row from top (page 39)) is evolving towards a higher T-number;

(iii) The overcast pattern becomes more nearly circular.
(b)

Signs of weakening:
(I)

Cloud pattern shows a persistent warming that cannot be explained as a temporary diurnal effect;

(ii)

The overcast pattern shows a persistent change towards patterns characteristic of lower T-number.

Rules:
(i)

The analyst may change the trend on the basis of IR data alone only when all of the following three
conditions exist:

• The expected T-number is T3 or greater;
• The observed change is clearly not due to short-period diurnal or dynamic effects;
• The observed change has persisted for rnore than three hours in both the pattern of the overcast"and
its temperature.
(ii)

In addition to the conditions above, the analyst may change the trend from D to W, on the basis of
IR imagery alone, only when at least one of the two conditions below also exists:
• A gross warming of more than 20°C of the central pattern has persisted for more than three hours;
• A persistent pattern reversal (towards lower T-number) has been observed for at least 12 hours.

(4)

Determine T-number.

(a)

Determine the first-guess T-number;

* Visible pictures, through their influence on the cyclone's model curve and the fust-guess T-number, will have an influence on later
night-time IR classifications.
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Using Figure 20 (page 39), determine the pattern T-number.
Rules:

(i)

When the overcast pattern (Figure 20, 3rd row from top (page 39)) consists of unusually warm clouds
(average temperatures near _20°C), subtract 1.0. When the mean temperature of the overcast is
approximately _35°C, subtract 0.5;

(Ii)

For very small cyclones, diameter';; 2° latitude, subtract 1.0;

(iii)

For cyclones having large eyes (diameter;;> 3/4° latitude) and with substantiating evidence from
earlier visible pictures, follow the rule for visible pictures (item 4 under eye qualifications, Figure II,
page 25);

(iv)

For patterns similar to those in Figure 20c but with larger or more prominent cloud bands, add 0.5
(in extreme cases, 1.0).

(cj

Do not determine an objective T-number.

(dj

Determine final T-number by reconciling the first-guess and pattern estimates.
Rules:

(i)

The first-guess T-number will be used for the final F-number unless the pattern estimate is clearly
different and that difference cannot be explained as a short-period diurnal or dynamic effect.

(Ii)

Deviations from the first guess are limited to 0.5.
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Figure 1.1 - Decision ladder for detennining final T-number. as applied to the most recent picture of the tropical cyclone
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DECISION LADDER FOR FORECASTING RAPID DEVELOPMENT

Needed for Entry:

A classified cyclone of catEgory ~ T2.

1.

Was picture tiJre of the first classification
~ T2 bet\lieen 1/2 and 3 days ago ?

2.

Ib signs of current cyclone intensification
exist (even though not significant enough to
have warranted the designator "PillS") ?

3.

Is the past 48-lxmr change in T-numl::er ~ 3.0 ?

Is the past 24-hour change
in T-mllTll::er

> 1.0

?

yes

Is BF

is BF

> 1.0,
~

\~ll-defined

4.

or

0.5 with a

ceo

?

[bes the future enviroIlJIEnt of
appear to be favorable ?

Forecast Rapid D2veloprrent

Figure 1.2 - Decision ladder for determining whether rapid development of a tropical cyclone should
be expected
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10 SEPTEMBER 1975:

DISTURBANCE NOT CLASSIFIED.

SOME DEEP-LAYER CONVECTION EXISTS IN THE FORM OF LOOSELY-ORGANiZED CURVED CLOUD BANDS.
DEFINED, AND THE DIAMETER OF CURVATURE IS LARGE.

THE

PATTERN IS LESS WELL ORGANIZED THAN THE

HOWEVER~

T1

THE

esc

PATTERNS OF

IS VERY POORLY

FIGURES 9

AND

10.

THEREFORE, THE ANALYST JUDGES THIS DISTURBANCE UNCLASSIFIED BUT WILL WATCH IT FOR POSSIBLE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT.

(NQl£:

INSET (ABOVE LEFT) SHOWS APPROXIMATE GEOGRAPHICAL AREA OF ENLARGED VIEW (ABOVE RIGHT),
TION, BUT WITH A TWO-HOUR TIME DIFFERENCE.

(NQIE:

ANARROW

THE ENLARGEMENT ABOVE IS A 2x MAGNIFICATION.

BOTH PICTURES ARE 4-KM RESOLU-

HORiZONTAL BAND OF ELECTRONIC NOiSE APPEARS IN THE ENLARGED VIEW,)

ENLARGED VIEWS FOR LATER DAYS WITHIN THIS FIGURE HAVE A 4x MAGNIFICA-

TION, )

Figure 1.3 - A ten-day picture sequence (a to j) for a North Atlantic tropical cyclone, illustrating cyclone classifications for each
day after the flISt. Explanation accompanies the pictures. Numbered items are the same as in the text
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]1 SEpTEMBER 1975:

A PRELIMINARY

INSPECTION

SHOWS THAT THE CYCLONICALLY-CURVED CLOUD PATTERN HAS BECOME REHER ORGAN"lZED

SINCE 10 SEPTEMBER,

THE

esc

DEEP-LAYER CONVECTION

;>3

DEGREES IN DIAMETER LIES IMMEDJATELYTO THE

IS NOT YET WELL DEFINED BUT IS BETTER THAN ON THE DAY BEFORE.

SAND W.

IT IS NOW LOCATED NEAR

THE DISTURBANCE.WILL BE CLASSIFJ~D.

VALUE
ASS IGNED TO

PARAMETER

}, esc

PARAMETER

12.5°N~

LOCATiON

2.

INITIAL DEVELOPMENT?

3.

PASl CHANGE
(0, S. OR W)

4.

YES

D

T-NUMBER
A. FIRST-GUESS T-NUMBER
B.

PATTERN T-NUMBER

C.

OBJECTIVE T-NUMBER

D.

46.oPW

1.0

1.0
0.5

COMMENTS

DETERMINED WITH THE AID OF LATITUDE-LONGITUDE GRID OVERLAY FITTED TO PICTURE,
CYCLONE WAS NOT CLASSIFIED ON PREVIOUS DAY, THEREFORE THIS IS DAY OF INITIAL DEVELOPMENT,
CYCLONE HAS DEVELOPED BY COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS PICTURE Of 10 SEPTEMBER,
CLOUDBAND CURVATURE IS BETTER DEFINED, AND DEEP-LAYER CONVECTION HAS INCREASED SLIGHTLY,
SINCE THIS IS THE FIRST DAY OF DEVELOPMENT, THE MODELED FIRST GUESS IS AUTOMATICALLY

1.0.

FROM THE PATTERNS OF FIGURES

9

AND

10, THE CLOSEST MATCH [S COLUMN Tl, ROW (C).
(0,0) FROM THE FLOW DIAGRAM OF FIGURE 11,

THIS IS THE SUM OF CF (0.5) AND BF
COMMENTS ON CF AND BF ARE IMMEDIATELY BELOW,

(CF

=

0.5) .. ,. , .. , .. , .... , .. , .. No

(BF

=

0.0)

COO EXISTS.
THE CSC IS IN A LOW-CLOUD AREA, WITH tURVED LINES OF CB TO THE EAST,
SOUTH, AND WEST.
DIAMETER OF CURVATURE >2,5 DEGREES,

FINAL T-NUMBER

"

,., "'"

,THERE IS LITTLE ~ OVERCA~T IN BAND FORM (CWRVED CONVECTIVE CLOUD LINES DO EXIST,
BUT THE CLOUDS ARE NOT DENSE ENOUGH TO QUALIFY).

0.5

ANALYST JUDGES THAT THIS DISTURBANCE BARELY QUALIFIES FOR CLASSIFICATION.
HE
ACCEPTS THE OBJECTIVE T-NUMBER AS THE BEST ESTIMATE FOR THE FINAL T-NUMBER,

0.5

SINCE THE PAST CHANGE IS

"0",

c.r,

0,5.

5.

C. I. NUMBER

6.

CYCLONE'S MODEL CURVE

SLOW

BECAUSE THE FINAL T-NUMBER IS ONLY
LIKELY,

7.

SIGNIFICANT PRESENT (OR
ANTICIPATED) CHANGES

NONE

THERE ARE NO SIGNS OF PRESENT OR ANTICIPATED CHANGES SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT fROM
THE OBSERVED PAST CHANGE.

8.

F.

r,

NUMBER

Figure 1.3 - (continued)

1.0

THE

0.5,

IS THE SAME AS THE FINAL T-NUMBER --

CONTINUED SLOW DEVELOPMENT IS JUDGED MOST

THE c,r, NUMBER IS 0.5, AND THERE ARE NO SIGNIFICANT PRESENT OR ANTICIPATED CHANGES,
THEBEFORE, T~E f,l. IS OBTAINED BY EXTRAPOLATION -- C.I, (0.5) PLUS SLOW DEVELOPMENT
(O,~ PER DAY) EQUALS 1,0.
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VALUE
ASSIGNED TO

PARAMETER

pARAMETER

1.

CSC LOCATION

2,

INITIAL DEVELOPMENT?

3,

PAST CHANGE
(D, S, OR W)

4,

ls.9°N, 49.2°W
NO

CYCLONE WAS CLASSIFIED ON PREVIOUS DAY, THEREFORE INITIAL DEVELOPMENT HAS ALREADY
OCCURRED,

s

CURVATURE OF LOW CLOUD LINES IS SLIGHTLY BETTER DEFINED THAN ON PREVIOUS DAY, BUT
AMOUNT OF DEEP-LAYER CONVECTION IS LESS.
LITTLE CHANGE OVERALL.

T-NUMBER
A. FIRST-GUESS T-NUMBER

0,5

PREVIOUS DAY'S FINAL T-NUMBER WAS 0.5,
FIRST-GUESS T-NUMBER FOR TODAY IS ALSO

B,

PATTERN T-NUMBER

1.0

FROM T~E PATTERNS OF FIGURES 9 AND
ROW (F).

c,

OBJECTIVE T-NUMBER

D,

5,

COMMENTS

{CF

=

0,5
(OBJECTIVE T-NUMBER = CF + BF,
0,5) ... , .•. " •.• " ••.. , .. No CDO EXISTS. THE CSC I~ IN

(BF

=

0,0) ... , •.. " ••.. " .•.... No

STILL NOT WELL DEFINED.

FINAL T-NUMBER

C,I. NUMBER

FROM THE FLOW DIAGRAM OF FIGURE

11.)

LOW-CLOUD AREA TO THE EAST OF DENSE OVERCAST AND IS
DENSE OVERCAST IS MINIMAL -- BARELY j DEGREES IN DIAMETER.

DENSE OVERCAST IN BAND FORM.

OVERALL, THE DISTURBANCE REMAINS BARELY QUALIFIED FOR CLASSIFICATION.

0,5

PAST CHANGE IS USn, THEREFORE THE C,I. IS THE SAME AS THE T-NUMBER --

6,

CYCLONE'S MODEL CURVE

SLOW

SIGNIFICANT PRySENT (OR
ANTICIPATED CHANGES

NONE

8,

F. I. NUMBER

0,5

THEREFORE. THE

THE CLOSEST MATCH IS COLUMN Tl, ROW (E) OR

0,5

7,

Figure 1.3 - (continued)

10,

PAST CHANGE IS S (STEADY).

0.5,

T-NUMBER REMAINS AT

0.5,

0.5.

THEREFORE SLOW CURVE IS APPROPRIATE.

THE C.l. NUMBER REMAINS AT D,S, AND THERE ARE NO SIGNIFICANT PRESENT OR ANTICIPATED
CHANGES.
THEREFORE, THE F. , IS OBTAINED FROM THE EXTRAPOLATION OF NO CHANGE.
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VALUE

ASSIGNED TO

1.

esc

3.

PASl CHANGE
tn, s. DR W)

4.

LOCATION

s

AMOUNT OF DEEP-LAYER CONVECTION HAS INCREASED SLIGHTLY FROM PREVIOUS DAY, BUT
STIll IS NOT WELL DEFINED.
LITTLE CHANGE OVERALL.

T-NUMBER
A. FIRST-GUESS T-NUMBER

0.5

PREVIOUS DAY'S FINAL T-NUMBER WAS 0.5.
GUESS FOR TODAY IS 0.5.

R,

PATTERN T-NUMBER

1,0

AGAIN, THE CLOSEST MATCH FROM FIGURES

c.

OBJECTIVE T-NUMBER

0,5

D.

5.

COMMENTS

pARAMETER

PARAMETER

(CF

=

0.5)"., ..... , .. ,. ,."., ,No

eDO

(BF

=

0,0)", ,. ,

DENSE OVERCAST IN BAND FORM.

PAST CHANGE IS

9 AND 10

IS COLUMN

S.

T1.

esc

THEREFORE, THE FIRST
ROW (E) OR ROW (F),

esc

EXISTS,
IS AT 17,SoN. 55,noW. BETWEEN THE TWO SMALL AREAS OF DENSE
OVERCAST.
IT REMAINS POORLY DEFINED,

FINAL T-NUMBER

C.I. NUMBER

,

" .. No
0,5

ALTHOUGH THE AMOUNT OF DEEP-LAYER CONVECTION HAS INCREASED SlIGHTlY J THE DISTURBANCE
REMAINS BARELY QUALIFIED FOR CLASSIFICATION.

0.5

PAST CHANGE IS "S". THEREF'ORE THE C.I. IS THE SAME AS THE T-NUMBER -- 0,5.

6.

CYCLONE'S MODEL CURVE

SLOW

7.

SIGNIFICANT PR SENT (OR
ANTICIPATED CHANGES

NONE

8.

F.I.

5

NUMBER

Figure 1.3 - (continued)

0.5

THE C.I. NUMBER REMAINS AT 0.5, AND THERE ARE NO SIGNIFICANT PRESENT OR ANTICIPATED
CHANGES.
THEREFORE, THE f,I, IS OBTAINED BY THE EXTRAPOLAT10N OF NO CHANGE.
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VALUE

ASS[GNED TO
PARAMETER

pARAMETER

1,

esc

3,

PAST CHANGE

LOCATION

D

(OJ SI OR W)

4,

T-NUMBER
FIRST-GUESS T-NUMBER

A,

B,

PATTERN T-NUMBER

C,

OBJECTIVE T-NUMBER

D,

COMMENTS

(CF

=

2.0)",

(BF

=

0,0),. ""

II I " "

FINAL T-NUMBER

5.

C. I. NUMBER

6,

CYCLONE'S MODEL CURVE

7,

SIGNIFICANT PRESENT (OR
ANTICIPATED) CHANGES

8,

F. I. NUMBER

Figure 1.3 - (continued)

II "

CYCLONE DEFINITELY HAS BECOME BETTER ORGANIZED SINCE
LAVER CONVECTION HAS INCREASED.

13

SEPTEMBER,

AMOUNT OF DEEP-

a.5.

l.0

PREVIOUS DAY'S T-NUMBER WAS
CVCLONt MODEL CURVE WAS SLOW, BUT DEVELOPMENT
DEFINITELY HAS OCCURRED.
THEREFORE, a,? + D.? ~ 1.0.

2,D
2,0

THE CLOSEST MATCH FROM FIGURES

I II ,., " "

'"

,A COO

I I I I I I ••

STILL DOES NOT EXIST,

9 AND 10

IS COLUMN T2. ROW (A) OR ROW (E).

HOWEVER, LINES OF eB AND A CONVECTIVE OVERCAST ~3°
CURVATURE IS APPROXIMATELY 2°,

N DIAMETER DOES EXIST,
THE SMALLEST DIAMETER OF
BARELY QUALIFIES THE CF FOR A VALUE OF 2.0.
tHIS

CURVED LINES OF CB DO EXIST, BUT SINCE THOSE ARE INCLUDED IN THE DESCRIPTION OF CF
THEY CANNOT ALSO BE USED FOR BF,

l.5

BOTH PATTER~ AND OBJECTIVE T-NUMBERS INDICAT[ THAT THE FIRST-GUESS VALUE OF 1.0 IS
TOO LOW,
O~EVERt THEY DO NOT ~ INDICATE TH~T THE FINAL i-NUMBER SHOULD BE
AS MUCH AS .U.
HEREFORE, THE FINAL i-NUMBER IS 1.5.

l.5

PAST CHANGE IS

un u ,

THEREFORE THE C.l, IS THE SAME AS THE T-NUMBER.

TYPICAL

THE RATE OF CYCLONIC DEVELOPMENT DURING THE PAST 24 HOURS OBVIOUSLY IS GREATER THAN
IT WAS EARLIER,
ACHANGE TO THE TYPICAL MODEL IS JUSTIFIED.

NONE

THERE ARE NO PRESENT OR ANTICIPATED CHANGES THAT ARE INCONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED
PAST CHANGE.

2,5

THE C.l. NUMBER IS
= 2,5,

1,5 + I,D

1,5.

TYPICAL DEVELOPMENT IS NOW EXPECTED.

THEREFORE,
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VALUE

ASSIGNED TO

PARAMETER

19.2°N, 6~.6°W

1. esc LOCATiON
3,

!I.

COMMENTS

pARAMETER

PASl CHANGE

ALTHOUGH THE TOTAL DEEP-LAYER CONyECTION IS ABOUT TtlE SAME AS ON 14 SEPTEMBER, THE
DENSITY OF CONVECTION NEAij THE CSC HAS INCREASED, IHEREFQRE, CYC~ONE HAS DEVELOPED
DURING THE PAST 24 HOURS (BUT NOT AS MUCH AS I~ PREVIOUS ~q HOURS).

D

)

(0, S. OR W

T-NUMBER

A.

FIRST-GUESS T-NUMBER

2.5

PREVIOUS DAY'S T-NUMBER WAS 1.5.
THEREFORE, 1.5 + 1.0 = 2,5.

B.

PATTERN T-NUMBER

2.0

THE NEAREST MATCH FROM FIGURES 9 AND 10 (S CoLUMN T2, ROW

C,

OBJECTIVE T-NUMBER

2.0

(CF = 2,0), ., ••••••

(BF
D.

•••• "

;"

= 0,0), .. ,. ,' .... , ..•.. '"

FINAL T-NUMBER

C.I.

6.

CYCLONE'S MODEL CURVE

7.

SIGNIFICANT PR~SENT {OR

NUMBER

ANTICIPATED

2.0
2.0

5.

8. F.I,

II

CHANGES

NUMBER

Figure 1.3 - (continued)

TYPICAL

MODEL CURVE TYPICAL (CHANGE OF 1.0 PER 24 HOURS).

.LINES OF CB AND A CONVECTIVE OVERCAST ~3° IN DIAMETER CONTINUE,

THE CONVECTION
NEAR THE
IS A LITTLE MORE PRONOUNCED THAN ON THE PREVIOUS DAY
SMALLEST DIAMETER OF CURVATURE IS ABOUT 1.5°,
THIS DEFINITELY QUALIFIES THE t F FOR A VALUE OF
L,O BUT IS Npr QUITE GOOD ENOUGH FOR 2,5.

esc

.As ON 14 SEPTEMBER, CURVED LINES OF CB EXIST BUT ARE INCLUDED IN THE ASSESSMENT OF
CF.

BECAUSE THE PAST CHANGE IS uD u AND THE MODEL CURV~ IS TYPICAL, THE FINAh T-NUMBER
MUST BE *,2,0 (AT LEAST 0,5 LARGER THAN YESTERBAY S T-NUMBER OF 1.5)
HOTH PATTI;Rl'j
AND OBJECTIVE T-NUMBERS INDICATE A VALUE OF Z..
THEREFORE, FINAL t-NUMBER IS ~,U.
PAST CHANGE IS

D,

THEREFORE THE C,I. IS THE sAME AS THE T-NUMBER,

ALTHOUGH THE FINAL T-NUMBER IS ONLY 0.5 LARGER THAN THAT OF THE DAY BEFOR~, THE
ANALYST BELIEVES THAT A RETURN TO THE SLOW CURVE IS NOT YET JUSTIFIED,
HE WILL
AWAIT FURTHER EVIDENCE,

NONE

3.0

THE C.I. NUMBER IS 2.0 AND THE TYPICAL EXPECTATION IS CONTINUED.

2.0 + 1.0 = 3.0.

THEREFORE,
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VALUE

ASSIGNED TO
PARAMETER

1,

esc

3,

PAST CHANGE

LOCATION

(D J S, OR W)

4,

T-NUMBER
A. FIRST-GUESS T-NUMBER

T-NUMBER

B,

PATTERN

C.

OBJECT[VE T-NUMBER

D,

D

esc.

ADENSE OVERCAST CLOUD MASS NOW EXISTS [MMEDIATELY ADJACENT TO THE
MUCH
CIRRUS OUTFLOW IS EViDENT OVER THE E AND S QUADRANTS.
DEVELOPMENT THEREFORE HAS
OCCURRED, EVEN THOUGH THE TOTAL AREA COVERED BY DEEP-LAYER CONVECTION HAS NOT
INCREASED,

3,0

PREVIOUS T-NUMBER WAS 2,0.

3,0

THE CLOSEST MATCH FROM FIGURES

MODEL CURVE TYPICAL.

9

AND

10

THEREFORE~

2.0 + l.D

=

3,D,

IS COLUMN T3~ ROW (E) OR ROW (F),

3,0

(CF

~

3,0)",.,., ,. '.".,., , ... esc

CBF

=

D,D)

WITH TiGHT CURVATURE AT EDGE OF DENSE OVERCAST NOW EXISTS.
SMALLEST DIAMETER
THIS BARELY QUALifIES THE CF FOR 3.0.
Of CURVATURE IS APPROXIMATELY 1°,

FINAL T-NUMBER

5,

C.I,

6,

CYCLONE'S MODEL CURVE

7,

SIGNIFICANT PRESENT (OR
ANTICIPATED) CHANGES

8,

COMMENTS

pARAMETER

NUMBER

F,r, NUMBER

Figure 1.3 - (continued)

3,D

FIRST-GUESS~

3,D

PAST CHANGE IS

IS THE SAME,

PATTERN, AND OBJECTIVE T-NUMBERS ALL AGREE,

D,

THEREFORE, FINAL T-NUMBER

THEREFORE THE C.I. IS THE SAME AS THE T-NUMBER.

TYPICAL
(SOME

LAND

INFLUENCE)

3,5

THE lSLAND OF PUERTO RICO (HIDDEN UNDER CLOUD) PRESUMABLY IS HAVING AN INHIBITING
INFLUENCE ON THE GROWTH OF THE CYCLONE.
THE LARGEB ISLAND OF HISPANIOLA IS
EXPECTED TO HAVE SUCH AN INFLUENCE WITHIN THE NEXT £4 HOURS,
THE_ANALYST JUDGES
THAT THE TOTAL INFLUENCE TO~ARD WEAKENING IS NOT ENOUGH TO WARRANT THE USE OF
"MINUS", BUT THAT IT SHOULD AFFECT THE ASSESSMENT OF F, I. (BELOW),
THE NORMAL F, I. (WITH A C.I. OF 3.0 AND A TYPICAL DEVELOPING CURVE) WOULD BE 4,0,
IF "MINUS" HAD BEEN DETERMINED FOR ITEM 7 ABOVE (AS WOULD HAVE BEEN THE CASE WITH A
VERY LARGE LAND MASS), THE F,I, WOULD BE 3,0,
IN THE PRESENT SITUATION (SOME LAND
[NFLUENCE), THE COMPROMISE VALUE FOR F.I, IS 3,5,
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VALUE

ASSIGNED TO
PARAMETER

1.

esc

COMMENTS

PARAMETER

THE CYCLONE IS CENTERED OVER NORTHWESTERN HISPANIOLA.
MADE BECAUSE THE CENTER IS OVER LAND.

LOCATION

No

THE ENCOUNTER WITH HISPANIOLA AND, LATER, CUBA WEAKENED THIS CYCLONE (ELOISE),

NOTE:

DURING 18-20 SEPTEMBER, ELOISE REMAINED RELATIVELY WEAK AND DISORGANIZED WHILE
CONTINUING TO MOVE WESTWARD,

THE

CYCLONE WAS CLASSIFIED

T2

OR

T2,5

DURING

THAT PERIOD.

ON 21 SEPTEMBER, ELOISE ENTERED THE GULF OF MEXICO AND BEGAN TO RE-INTENSIFY.
PARTS I AND J OF THIS FIGURE SHOW PICTURES AND CLASSIFICATIONS FOR THAT DAY AND
THE FOLLOWING DAY,

Figure 1.3 - (continued)

CLASSIFICATION IS
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VALUE
ASSIGIIED TO
PARAMETER

PARAMETER

L

esc

CO~.ME"TS

1'''

THIS POSITION (MARKED BY xl [S BARELY
NORTH OF THE YUCATAN COAST,
EXTREME NORTHEASTERN YUCATAN PENINSULA.)

LOCATlDH

(WITHIN THE PAST 21J HOURS, THE esc TRAVERSED THE

THE AMOUNT OF DEEP CONVECTION IS ABOUT THE SAME AS 24 HOURS EARLIER (EARLIER PICTURE IS NOT SHOWN),

OVERALL SPIRAL ORGANIZATION IS NOW BETTER DEFINED.

4,

T-NLIMBER
FIRST-GUESS

<,

"
"

T-NUMBER

PATTERN T-NUMBER

3,0
3,0

OBJECTIVE T-NUMBER

3,0

PREVIOUS T-NUMBER HAS 2.5.

AT THAT TIME, THE CYCLONE HAD BEEN PLACED ON THE SLOW CURVE.

THEREFORE, 2,5 -l- 0.5 ~ 3.0,

THE NEAREST MATCH FROH FIGURES 9 MID 10 IS COLUMN T3, ROW (F).

• ~~~oT~2~slNgIG~~~~T.

([F - 2,5)" " " .

f10lfEVER, THE

THEREFORE, DEVELOPMENT HAS OCCURRED.

Tlt~~(g~:~I~ :~~\~~Rt~T~~~ ~~g~

EDGE OF OVERCAST, WITH DIAMETER OF INNERMOST CURVATURE SLiGNTLY

(THIS IS IN ADDITiON TO THE TIGHT CURVATlJIlE ft~D DiNfE
{BF ~ 0.5), ••••••••••••••••••••• OUTER DANDING AND SOME DENSE ~'lE~CASf EXIST NORTH OF THE esc.
m~~~ShY~E~u~OI~E~~N~uJ~~C~Eh-/FoRH~ ~DB~~~DNAL DENSE OVERCAST IN BAND FORM IS NOT ENOUGH TO QUALIFY FOR
SEE
D.

FINAL T-NUMBER

3.0

FIRST-GUESS, PATTERN, AND OBJECTIVE T-NUMBERS ALL ARE 3,D.

THEREFORE, FINAL T-RUMBER IS THE SAME.

3,0

5,

c.!. NUMBER

6,

CVCLONE'S MODEl CURVE

7,

SI G~~~ ~ g~lT~~yS~~lN~~~

NONE

THERE ARE llO SIGNIFICANT CNANGES OTHER THAN THOSE ACCOUNTED FOR BY ITEM 6 <ABOVE),

8,

F.1. NUMBER

4,0

THE C.I. NUMBER IS 3,0.

Figure 1.3 - (continued)

TYPICAL

lYPICAL DEVELOPMENT AGAIN IS EXPECTED.

THEREFORE,

3.0

+

1.0 -

4.0.
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Figure 1.3 - (continued)

ANNEX II

DATA FROM POLAR-ORBITING SATELLITES

Since 1960, a number of inclined or polar-orbiting meteorological satellites have been launched. At the time
of writing, images are obtainable from the satellites NOAA-3 and NOAA-4,* operated by the U.S.A., and from
several satellites of the METEOR series, operated by the U.s.S.R. The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
(DMSP, operated by the Department of Defense, U.s.A.) also provides satellite imagery. The chief features of the
NOAA-3 and NOAA-4 data are outlined below. Like the geostationary satellites, the polar-orbiting satellites NOAA-3
and NOAA-4 provide both visible and IR Earth images. Beyond that fact are some significant differences from the
geostationary satellites.

Part A - Chief differences between NOAA-3 and NOAA-4 satellites and geostationary satellites
(1)
NOAA-3 and NOAA-4 are at much lower altitudes than the geostationary satellites (approximately 1500 km
as opposed to 35850 km).

(2)
They are in near-polar Sun-synchronous orbits of approximately 12.4 passes around the Earth every 24 hours.
Therefore, each complete satellite pass takes slightly less than two hours, during which time the Earth rotates eastwards beneath the satellite through approximately 29° oflongitude.
(3)
Earth locations (except for high-latitude areas) experience two to four passes a day from each NOAA satellite.
These passes occur at approximately 0900 and 2100, local time. At each time, pictures from one pass, or from two
consecutive passes (with some overlap), may be received.
(4)
Visible and infra-red data from NOAA-3 and NOAA-4 are available from the Scanning Radiometer (SR),
which is sensitive to wavelengths of 0.5 to 0.7 micrometres for visible and 10.5 to 12.5 micrometres for IR. The SR
is a line-scan device with continuous horizon-ta-horizon cross-track scanning. The projected width of the scan at

the subpoint (subpoint resolution) is approximately four kilometres for the visible and eight kilometres for the IR.
(5)
Visible and IR data are also available from the Very High Resolution Radiometer (VHRR). The VHRR
visible wavelength is 0.6 to 0.7 micrometres. The IR is again 10.5 to 12.5 micrometres. Subpoint resolution is
approximately 0.8 kilometre for both types. (This resolution is equivalent to the best available with visible pictures
from geostationary satellites. It is one order of magnitude better than the IR data from geostationary satellites.)
(6)
Because of the near-polar orbit, the low altitude and the horizon-to-horizon cross-track scanning, the pictures
from NOAA-3 and NOAA-4 suffer great foreshortening and distortion near the two horizons on either side of the
image. Near the centre of the image, and along the subpoint track, the visual distortion is slight.

Part B - The use of polar orbiting satellite data in tropical cyclone analysis
(1)

General

Regardless of the type of data available, the aims of tropical cyclone analysis remain the same - to obtain a
reliable knowledge oIthe cyclone's past history, good estimates ofits present location, classification, size and intensity,

* NOAA-5 was launched on 29 July 1976. For details of the NOAA polar-satellite system, see Fortuna and Hambrick (1974).
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and a reasonable projection for its short-term future. To achieve these aims, the analysis technique for the use of
satellite imagery likewise remains essentially the same, whether the pictures are from geostationary or polar-orbiting
satellites. The concepts embodied in the technique, the measurement of cloud features and the classification system
are all the same for polar-orbiting satellite pictures. In some respects, however, the polar-orbiting satellite is not as

well suited for viewing the tropics as is the geostationary satellite. With only polar-orbiting satellite data avaIlable,
the analyst must work with pictures that cover less area and are less frequent. Furthennore, the pictures have greater
amounts of areal distortion and rather wide fluctuations in this distortion from day to day. The assessments of
tropical cyclone developments based only on polar-orbiting imagery are therefore more subject to uncertainty and

error. On the other hand, working with only the polar-orbIting satellite pictures has a few advantages.
The remainder of this annex lists some of the limitations and advantages in the use of NOAA-3 and NOAA-4
imagery. Except for the differences listed here, the analysis technique is essentially the same as that presented for
geostationary satellite pictures.

(2)
(a)

Limitations (as compared to geostationary satellite pictures)

Less areal coverage - This results primarily from the much lower satellite altitude and the fact that the
satellite must be within visual range of a ground receiving station for pictures to be received at the station.

A consequent of the limited observed area is that the beginning of cyclone development may go undetected.
Known cyclones will also go unobserved if they happen to exist outside the area covered by the pictures.
The determination of individual cyclone classifications at 24-hour intervals - an important feature of tlie

analysis technique - is thus more difficult with polar-orbiting satellite imagery.
(b)

Less frequent pictures - At ground receiving stations in the tropics, IR pictures may be received only two
to four times a day, at approximately 0900 and 2100, local time (pictures from two adjacent satellite passes
are sometimes available at each time). Visible pictures are received only at 0900. Again, a consequence is that
incipient cyclogenesis may go unobserved, at least for a few hours. Also, rapid cyclonic development, or

rapid changes of any kind, will not be as well observed as they would be under the frequent surveillance of
the geostationary satellite.
(c)

Variable viewing angle - Because the number of satellite passes around the Earth in exactly 24 hours is not
an integral number, the path of the satellite, relative to the locatIon of the ground receiving station, is not the
same on successive days. A consequence of the shifting track is that the polar-orbiting satellite may view a

stationary or slowly moving cyclone from the west on one day and from the east on the following day. This
is in contrast to the geostationary satellite, which views the cyclone from nearly the same relative vantage

point on successive days. For the analyst using the NOAA-3 or NOAA-4 pictures, the change in perspective
on successive days must be considered when assessing cyclone location, measurement of cloud features, and
changes in cloud appearance.

(d)

Greater areal· distortion - Areal distortion, or foreshortening, occurs primarIly in those regions that appear
near the horizon or at either side of the picture. For pictures received during descending (north-to-south)
passes, the horizons are roughly WNW. and ESE. of the subpoint track. For ascending (south-to-north)
passes, the horizons appear towards the WSW. and ENE. Foreshortening in polar-orbiting satellite images
makes it more difficult to assess cyclone position and cloud features. A partial compensation may occur
when pictures from two consecutive satellite passes are received. If the disturbance appears near the western
horizon of the first picture, it may appear towards the eastern horizon in the second picture. Two views are
better than one under such conditions.

(e)

Greater brightness distortion - This is not a major deficiency. The spatial variation in cloud brightness within
visible images is related to Sun angle. Clouds tend to be brighter when viewed towards the Sun and to be less
bright when viewed away from the Sun. The effect becomes greater in polar-orbiting satellite pictures because
of the lower satellite altitude and the fact that visible pictures are taken at about 0900, local time, when the
Sun is towards the eastern horizon. Cloud features located in that direction within the picture will tend to
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be more reflective than those located towards the west (see Figure 5 (Chapter 3)). The analyst comparing
visible satellite images of a tropical disturbance, taken approximately 24 hours apart on successive days,
should note the differences in Sun angle on those days. Cloud masses that are brighter tend to be more
impressive to the viewer, but some of the brightness changes may be due to differences in Sun angle. The
variation in solar zenith angle within the image also has an influence. Again, with visible pictures taken in
the morning, this variation has the effect of increasing the brightness over the eastern portions of the pictures
because the solar zenith angle is larger there.

(3)

Advantages

(a)

No diurnal effects - Visible pictures are received only once a day at about 0900, local time, and therefore
do not show diurnal changes. (The advantage is realized only if visible geostationary satellite pictures are
not available at 24-hour intervals - an infrequent occurrence.) However, IR images may show diurnal effects
if they are received at both 0900 and 2100.

(b)

Near-constant sun angle for the same azimuthal portions of different pictures. This permits brightness comparisons between pictures from different satellite passes at different longitudes (providing the latitudes are
roughly the same).

(c)

Better IR resolution from the VHRR - The VHRR infra·red data have a subpoint resolution of approximately
0.8 kilometre. This is nearly ten times better than the resolution now obtainable in the IR images from
geostationary satellites. The maximum advantage, of course, is realized only for those portions of the image
not far from a vertical view. However, for tropical disturbances thus favourably located, the high resolution
pennits good definition of convective cloud lines, narrow cirrus streamers, and the tops of small cumulonimbus clouds. At nadir angles intermediate between the subpoint and the horizon, the VHRR resolution
is lower but is still much better than the nominal eight kilometres of geostationary IR imagery.

ANNEX III

THE SUBTROPICAL, OR SEMI-TROPICAL, CYCLONE

The term "subtropical cyclone" has, in the past, been somewhat ambiguous. Some writers have used the
term with reference to a cyclone that clearly was cold·core but that happened to be positioned at low latitudes.
Others have used it to refer to auy cyclone located in the subtropics (that latitude belt bouuded by 23.5° and
approximately 35°). Neither of these defInitions is used in this annex. The subtropical, or semi-tropical (hybrid),
cyclone discussed here is defined as one possessing some of the thermal characteristics and cloud features of both
the true tropical cyclone and the extratropical cyclone. Such a mixture seems, usually, to be structured in oue of
two ways:

(aj

As a small warm·core cyclone formed within a somewhat larger·scale frontal wave cyclone, or formed just to
the east of an upper-level cold trough;

(b j

As a small warm-core cyclone formed within a larger cold cyclone.

In both of the above structures, it appears that the small warm core must be formed in a local environment
of relatively little vertical wind shear, otherwise the warm core would be destroyed. For type (aj, the vertical shear
in the wann sector is very likely small, even though the storm and the air columns accompanying it may be moving
rapidly eastwards or north eastwards. The important feature is that vertical columns of air maintain their integrity,
at least through most of the lower troposphere. For type (bj, it appears that the small warm core may be formed in,
or near, the centre of the larger cold cyclonic circulation - again a place of small vertical shear. This type tends to
occur in late autumn. Intense heating from the warm ocean is very likely to be an important factor in development.
The small warm core that is formed is "warm" relative to its environment. It is probably not warm relative to the
low-latitude tropical atmosphere. Occasionally, a hybrid cyclone will eventually evolve into a true tropical cyclone,
with all the appearances of such in the satellite pictures. Even if it does not do so, it may still develop damaging
winds over a small area near the cyclone centre. For these reasons, it cannot be ignored by the forecaster.
It can be argued that no cyclone, whatever its nature, arises from an environment that is absolutely barotropic. Therefore, in this view, the difference between the true tropical cyclone and the subtropical cyclone is one
of degree. The true tropical cyclone arises within a pre·existing environment that is largely (but not absolutely)
barotropic.* The subtropical cyclone, despite its small warm core, arises within a pre-existing larger environment
which is, to a considerable degree, baroclinic. The baroclinic environment of a subtropical cyclone is regarded as
partially contributing to cyclone development. At present, the threshold between the two classes is not clearly
defined. Because of this, and because of inadequate data for many storms, subtropical cyclones remain controversial. Disagreement exists concerning some individual cases. The view presented here is that the concept of the two
classifIcations, subtropical versus tropical, is valid and operationally useful. At the same time, it must be conceded
that clear, universally accepted defmitions do not yet exist.
Over the North Atlantic Ocean in recent years, many known or suspected subtropical cyclones have occurred.
Hebert and Poteat (1975) list 27 such storms for the seven·year period, 1968-1974. Nearly all formed between
0
latitudes 20° and 40 N. The estimated values of MWS ranged from 35 to 75 kt (18 to 39 m S-1). Individual cases
have been discussed by Hope (1975), Simpson and Pelissier (1971), Spiegler (1971), Hebert (1973) and Ferguson
(1973), among others.

* Moderate baroclinicity sometimes exists within lower-tropospheric easterly waves (such wave disturbances may spawn tropical
cyclones). However, the larger environment of the wave is approximately barotropic in most cases.
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Even with the foregoing information, it must be stressed that understanding of these storms is incomplete.
Except for the North Atlantic area, geostationary satellite obse",ation of them is minimal. Evidence does exist
that such storms occur over other oceans. * They occur probably over most of the tropical and subtropical oceans
of the world, but the frequency in the North Atlantic (and perhaps the western and central North Pacific) may be
greater than elsewhere.
Hebert and Poteat (1975) have proposed a modified picture classification technique for subtropical cyclones.
Their study was confined entirely to the North Atlantic area. Some of their suggestions are reproduced here in the
hope that they may benefit users of satellite imagery. Because of the limited scope of the study and the sparsity of
data for some cases, this modified technique should still be considered experimental. The goals of the Hebert/
Poteat study were:
(a)

To distinguish subtropical cyclones from tropical cyclones in the formative stage;

(b)

To estimate the intensity of subtropical cyclones;

(c)

To develop criteria that would mesh with those already established for the tropical cyclone analysis technique
if the subtropical cyclone became tropical.

Knowledge of the thermal structure of the incipient cyclone's environment aids the analyst in reaching
goal (a). In the usual situation, where some infonnation exists but is insufficient, satellite pictures can help in
determining cyclone type. Tables I and II give summaries of the cloud criteria used.

TABLE I
Differences in major cloud features between tropical and subtropical cyclones

Cloud feature

Appearance in subtropical cyclones

Location of major convection

Appearance in tropical cyclones

Polewards and eastwards from cyclone
centre

cyclone centre

Equatorwards and eastwards from

Cloud system size

Diameter usually;;' 150 latitude

Diameter usually

Apparent interaction with
environment

Convective cloud system remains
connected to other cloud systems
(some cold-eore cyclones excepted)

Cloud system tends to become
isolated

<

0

10 latitude

TABLE 1I
Appearance of major cloud features of the incipient subtropical cyclone
according to the thermal structure of the cyclone's environment

Environment

Cloud appearance

Frontal cloud band or frontal wave

Typical frontal cloud structure

East of upper-level cold trough

Amorphous convective cloud mass

Cold-core cyclone

Near-circular cloud pattern with limited convection near centre

* Cochran (1916) has documented a subtropical cyclone in the central North Pacific that evolved into a probable hurricane.
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Once the existence of a subtropical cyclone has been determined, the next step is to classify it and estimate
its intensity. Guidelines to this goal are presented in Table III. Categories ST 1.5, ST 2.5, etc., in Table III are
analogous to the T-number categories of the tropical cyclone classification technique. The designator ST stands for
"subtropical". The ranges of intensity (MWS) for each ST category are approximate. They are based on MWS
estimates made only to the nearest five knots, for individual cases studied. At this time, the data do not permit more
accurate estimates.
TABLE III
Guidelines for classifying subtropical cyclones and for estimating their intensities (MWS)

(ST-number)

Intensity
(MWS)

STU

25·30 kt

Classification

Criteria as determined from satellite pictures

(a)

Low·level esc located 1/20 to 2° latitude from the edge of poorly organized
convection (not necessarily dense)
For cold cyclones, convection may not be connected to other systems, and a
small area (diameter < 3° latitude) of deep~layer convection exists near the
centre

ST2.5

ST3.0

ST3.5

35-40 kt

45-50 kt*

55-65 kt*

(a)

Low-level ese located 1/2° to 2° latitude from increased deep-layer convection,
with greater curvature of broad cloud bands or cloud lines than on previous
day (convection not necessarily dense)

(b)

Outer convective band 5° to 10° latitude east of the centre, and possibly another
convective band 2° to 4° west-north of the centre

(a)

Same criteria as for ST 2.5 except greater curvature of cloud· lines or broad
cloud bands and better organized convection. Overcast may be dense

(b)

Bands within 1° latitude of esc

(a)

Deep-layer convection (frequently dense overcast) in band(s) IOta 3° latitude
from the centre (no central dense overcast)

(b)

Outer convective band 5° to 10° latitude east of the centre, weaker than for
ST 3.0, but new band may form 5° to 10° latitude west of the centre

(e)

For systems moving rapidly eastwards, tlwre may be only a dense overcast
(;<0 3° latitude in diameter) about 2° to 4° latitude east of the centre

* For categories ST 3.0 and 3.5, if the forward speed of the cyclone at picture time exceeds 20 kt, the excess should be added to
the MWS obtained from cloud~feature criteria. Thus, for example, a cyclone classified as ST 3.0 with a forward speed of 30 kt would
have an estimatedMWS of 55 to 60 kt.
A summary of the shnilarities and the differences between the tropical cyclone classification technique and
the subtropical cyclone classification technique is given in Table lV. Schematics of some cloud patterns observed in
subtropical cyclones are presented in Figure 111.1. Figures lll.2 and lll.3 each show case histories of particular subtropical cyclones, using once-a-day pictures. The subtropical cyclone in Figure lll.2 evolved rather slowly, beginning
as a wave on amid-latitude frontal cloud band (18 and 19 October). Cyclonic development intensified on 21 October.
By 23 October, the appearance was that of a typical cold-core cyclone. Eventually (on 26 and 27 October), the
storm became tropical with a well-defined eye. The cyclone in Figure lll.3 also originated on a frontal cloud band,
but developed more rapidly. Apparently it was completely transformed into a hurricane within four days.
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TABLE IV

Summary of similarities and differences between the tropical (T) cyclone classification technique
and the subtropical (ST) cyclone classification technique
Similarities

•
•

Both techniques use convective overcast;
Both techniques use distance of the

esc from the overcast;

•

Cloud features of the ST system are selected so that the STMDumbers correspond to the T-numbers if the subtropical
cyclone becomes tropical;

•

Both techniques assume modelled development of the cyclone, with the T-number (ST-number) classifications on succes
sive days ordinarily changing by ,;;;; 1.0.

M

Differences
The subtropical classification technique;

•

Considers the environment in determining cyclone type;

•

Permits a classification of ST 1.5 or ST 2.5 on the first day (beginning T-number classifications are 0.5, 1.0, or 1.5);

•
•
•
•

Cannot have the CSC under central dense overcast;
Uses curvature of convective features for all ST·number classifications in the absence of cloud bands;
Designates a wind-speed range corresponding to each ST~category ;
For categories 3.0 and 3.5, considers that the excess above 20 kt of the cyclone translation speed should be added to
the cloud-feature wind estimates.
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Figure IlL! - Schematics of some ST-number cloud patterns (from Hebert and Poteat, 1975). Individual illustrations average 100 to ISO latitude in horizontal'extent
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Figure III.2 - Satellite views of a slowly developing subtropical cyclone over the North Atlantic during October 1970 (from Hebert
and Poteat, 1975). On the last two days pictured, the storm was judged to have become a true tropical cyclone. The pictures were
taken from the earlier polar-orbiting satellite ITOS-l at approximately 1800 GMT each day
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Figure 1II.3 - The evolution of hurricane Doris, 1975, from a frontal cloud band and subtropical cyclone. Picture times are 1600 to
1800 GMT each day. The location or the pictured area is shown by the inset on the larger-scale view for 27 August (upper portion of
figure). The cyclone is discussed by Gaby et ai. (1976) and Hebert (1976)

ANNEX IV

Daily satellite picture sequences for individual tropical cyclones

(Figures IV. I to IV. 6)
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Figure IV.3 - Examples of weakening tropical cyclones. Cyclone classification in coded form (T-No./CI No./Past change/Time period of past change) appears beneath each picture
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Figure IVA - Examples of tropical cyclones (Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal, Indian Ocean). Cyclone classification in coded fOrIn (T.No./CI No./Past change) appears beneath each picture
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Figure IV.S - Examples of developing tropical cyclones (North Atlantic area). Arrows represent 24-hour displacements of the
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ANNEX IV

Above: Feb 1, 1975 DAY
Tl/l/Dl/24 hrs
(Curved Cloud Lines)
Right: Feb 1, 1975 NIGHT
Tl.5/1.5/DO.5/12 hrs

Above: Feb 2, 1975 DAY
T2/2/Dl/24 hrs
(Hooking Comma Pattern)
Right: Feb 2, 1975 NIGHT
T2.5/2.5/DO.5/12 hrs

Above: Feb 3, 1975 DAY
T3/3/Dl/24 hrs
(Comma with CDO)
Right: Feb 3, 1975 NIGHT
T3.5/3.5/DO.5/12 hrs
Figure IV.6 - (See caption on page 81.)
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Above: Feb 4, 1975 DAY
T3.5/3.5/DO.5/24 hrs
(Formative Eye Wall)
Right: Feb 4, 1975 NIGHT
T4/4/DO.5/12 hrs

Above: Feb 5, 1975 DAY
T4.5/4.5/D1/24 hrs
(CDO Plus Outer Band)
Right: Feb 5, 1975 NIGHT
T5/5/DO.5/12 hrs

Above: Feb 6, 1975 DAY
T5.5/5.5/D1/24 hrs
(Indistinct Eye Plus Outer Band)
Right: Feb 6, 1975 NIGHT
T6/6/DO.5/12 hrs
Figure IV.6 - (See caption on page 81.)
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Above: Feb 7, 1975 DAY
T6/6 Minus/DO.5/24 hrs
(Distinct Eye Plus Outer Band)
Right: Feb 7, 1975 NIGHT
T5.5/6/WO.5/12 hrs

Above: Feb 8, 1975 DAY
T5/6/W1/24 hrs
(Both Eye and Bands Weaker)
Right: Feb 8, 1975 NIGHT
T4.5/5.5/WO.5/12 hrs

Guide to Individual Legends for Each Day:
Line 1:
Line 2:
Line 3:

Date
Cyclone classification in coded form:
(T-No./C.I. No./past change/time period of past change)
Remarks (daytime images only)

Figure IV.6 - An eight~day picture sequence (visible and IR) for an Indian Ocean cyclone (from Anderson, 1975). Both day and
night IR views are shown. The picture data are from the polar-orbiting satellite NOAA-4; cloud images and geographical grids have
been melded by electronic computer. The geographical area represented by each rectangle is constant throughout the sequence
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